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Abstract 

In this thesis work, a model to simulate motion of hydrofoil equipped craft has been 

developed. The thesis work only analyzed hydrofoils of V-foil configuration. The model 

operates in the time domain and gives the user results such as trajectory, speed and 

stability. 

 

When simulating a craft equipped with hydrofoils, there are several things to consider. 

Accuracy of the simulation, purpose of the simulation, and in what format the results 

will be delivered to the user. 

 

The thesis discusses and analyses different areas of interest to the simulation of a 

hydrofoil craft. The goal of the thesis was to create a simulation model that can be used 

for initial concept evaluation for craft implementing hydrofoils in their design.  

 

The presented work consists of a simulation model programmed in MATLAB’s Simulink 

(1). The simulation model is named HydroGUI and can be easily managed through a 

GUI (Graphical User Interface). The simulation model consists of several Simulink 

component blocks that calculate and integrate accelerations in the 6 degrees of freedom 

of the craft. Visualization of the simulation model’s results was made possible in a 

MATLAB 3D environment. The simulation model has proven to be an innovative tool to 

analyze craft which implement hydrofoils in V-configuration.  
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Abbreviations & Nomenclature 

GENERAL 

𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧0 Global Coordinate system 

𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 Local Coordinate system 

ϕ, θ,Ψ Euler Angles around global coordinate axis 𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧0 

𝑢 Velocity in local x direction. 

𝑣 Velocity in local y direction. 

𝑤 Velocity in local z direction. 

𝑝 Rotational Velocity around local x axis. 

𝑞 Rotational Velocity around local y axis. 

𝑟 Rotational Velocity around local z axis. 

�̇� Acceleration in local x direction. 

�̇� Acceleration in local y direction. 

�̇� Acceleration in local z direction. 

�̇� Rotational Acceleration around local x axis. 

�̇� Rotational Acceleration around local y axis. 

�̇� Rotational Acceleration around local z axis. 

𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍 Total forces in local 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 direction. 

𝐿,𝑀,𝑁 Total moment around local 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 axis. 

𝛿 Rudder deflection angle. 

𝑚 Total mass of craft. 

𝑔 Gravitation acceleration. 

FORCES 

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 Total resulting thrust from craft’s propeller 

𝑋𝑅 Rudder force, x 

𝑌𝑅 Rudder force, y 

L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦 Lift of starboard hydrofoil, y  

L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦 Lift of port hydrofoil, y 

𝐿𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 Lift of starboard hydrofoil, z 

𝐿𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧 Lift of port hydrofoil, z 

𝐿𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 Lift of pitch stabilizing fin, z 
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𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦 Summarized force including all buoyancy forces.  

𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 Buoyancy force, starboard hydrofoil. 

𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 Buoyancy force, port hydrofoil. 

𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 Buoyancy force, rudder. 

𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 Buoyancy force, hull 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑥 Drag force, starboard hydrofoil, x 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑥 Drag force, port hydrofoil, x 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦 Drag force, starboard hydrofoil, y 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦 Drag force, port hydrofoil, y 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 Drag force, starboard hydrofoil, z 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧 Drag force, port hydrofoil, z 

𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 Drag force, pitch stabilizing fin, x 

𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 Drag force, pitch stabilizing fin, z 

𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 Drag force, hull, x 

𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑦 Drag force, hull, y 

𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑧 Drag force, hull, z 

𝑀𝑥 Hull righting moment around x axis 

𝑀𝑦 Hull righting moment around y axis 

LEVER ARMS (In relation to Centre of Gravity) 

𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑥 Lever arm, rudder, x 

𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑦 Lever arm, rudder, y 

𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑧 Lever arm, rudder, z 

𝑙𝑣𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝,𝑥 Lever arm, propeller, x 

𝑙𝑣𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝,𝑧 Lever arm, propeller, z 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑥 Lever arm, hydrofoils, x 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,y Lever arm, starboard hydrofoil, y 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,y Lever arm, port hydrofoil, y 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,z Lever arm, starboard hydrofoil, z 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,z Lever arm, port hydrofoil, z 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 Lever arm, pitch stabilizng fin, x 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 Lever arm, pitch stabilizng fin, z 
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𝑙𝑣ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑧 Lever arm, hull, z 

RUDDER 

𝐴𝑅 Characteristic area 

𝐴𝑅,𝑤𝑒𝑡 Total wet area. 

𝑢𝑅 Velocity of rudder, x. 

𝑣𝑅 Velocity of rudder, y. 

𝐶𝐿,𝑅 Lift coefficient. 

𝐶𝐷,𝑅 Drag coefficient. 

𝛿𝐻 Flow angle. 

𝑙𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 Length of rudder. 

𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 Cord of rudder. 

𝑥𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 Fitting of rudder to hull in relation to centre of gravity. [m] 

𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 Height of wave at the location of the rudder. 

𝛿𝑒 Rudder effective angle of attack 

𝛿𝐻 Rudder flow angle (Horizontal) 

𝛾𝑣, 𝛾𝑢, 𝛾𝑟. Flow rectification factors. 

𝐶𝐷,𝑅 Rudder total drag coefficient 

𝐶𝐷 ,𝑅 Rudder profile drag coefficient 

𝐶𝐷𝑊,𝑅 Rudder wave drag coefficient 

𝐶𝐷𝑆,𝑅 Rudder spray drag coefficient 

𝑅𝑒𝑅 Reynold’s number 

𝜇 Dynamic viscosity coefficient 

𝑉𝑅 Total velocity at rudder. 

𝐹𝑟𝑅 Froude number. 

𝛽 Dihedral angle 

HYDROFOIL LIFT 

𝑢𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 Velocity of starboard hydrofoil in relation to the water, x 

𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 Velocity of starboard hydrofoil in relation to the water, y 

𝑤𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 Velocity of starboard hydrofoil in relation to the water, z 

𝐶𝐿,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 Lift coefficient of 1 hydrofoil. 

 𝑇   Angle of attack of the foil relative to the local horizontal plane 
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 𝑇,0  Fixed angle of attack when the craft is horizontal. 

 𝑒   Hydrofoil effective angle of attack. 

 𝐻 Hydrofoil foil flow angle. 

𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝐴𝑜𝐴   Angle of attack of the hydrofoils in neutral position 

𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 Submerged area of a hydrofoil. 

𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 Average cord length of submerged hydrofoil segment. 

𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 Largest cord length of submerged hydrofoil segment. 

𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛 Smallest cord length of submerged hydrofoil segment. 

𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 Total length of a hydrofoil 

𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 Length of the submerged hydrofoil segment. 

𝑇𝑟   Tapering of the foil. 

𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 Height of wave at location of starboard hydrofoil. 

𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 Height of wave at location of port hydrofoil. 

𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑥 Location of hydrofoil interface with craft, in relation to CG, x. 

𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑦 Location of hydrofoil interface with craft, in relation to CG, y. 

𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑧 Location of hydrofoil interface with craft, in relation to CG, z. 

PITCH STABILIZING FIN LIFT 

𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛 Velocity of flow at fin. 

𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑛 Characteristic area of fin. 

𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑛 Cord, x 

𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑛 Length of fin, y 

𝐶𝐿,𝑓𝑖𝑛 Lift coefficient of fin. 

𝑢𝑓𝑖𝑛 , 𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛 , 𝑤𝑓𝑖𝑛 Local velocity at the location of fin. 

𝛿𝑒,𝑓𝑖𝑛 Effective fin angle in relation to horizontal plane. 

𝛿𝑓𝑖𝑛 Angle of attack of fin in neutral position. 

𝛿𝑉 Flow angle at fin, (Vertical) 

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑋 Location of fin interface with craft, in relation to CG, x. 

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑍 Location of fin interface with craft, in relation to CG, y. 

HYDROFOIL DRAG 

𝐶𝐷,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 Total drag coefficient of 1 hydrofoil. 

𝐶𝐷 ,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 Profile drag coefficient.  
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𝐶𝐷𝑖,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 Induced drag coefficient. 

𝐶𝐷𝑊,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 Wave drag coefficient. 

𝐶𝐷𝑆,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 Spray drag coefficient. 

𝐶𝐷𝑠𝑒𝑝,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 Separation of flow drag coefficient. 

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 Reynold’s number, 1 Hydrofoil 

𝑉𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 Velocity of hydrofoil in relation to water. 

𝜌 Density of water.  

𝐴𝑅 Aspect ratio of submerged hydrofoil segment. 

    Free surface effect correction constant. 

  Hydrofoil sweep angle. 

     Plan form factor compensating for non-elliptical lift distribution. 

    Munk’s correction factor. 

𝑖   Quarter cord depth. 

𝑠   Submerged length of foil (see 𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏). 

𝛽𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 Dihedral angle of hydrofoil, starboard. 

𝛽𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 Dihedral angle of hydrofoil, port. 

𝑡𝑒 Effectiv thickness. 

𝑡 Thickness. 

PITCH STABILIZING FIN DRAG 

𝐶𝐷,𝑓𝑖𝑛 Total drag coefficient of fin. 

𝐶𝐷 ,𝑓𝑖𝑛 Profile drag coefficient of fin. 

𝐶𝐷𝑖,𝑓𝑖𝑛 Induced drag coefficient of fin 

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛 Reynold’s number for fin. 

BUOYANCY  

𝐿𝑜𝑎 Hull, length over all, x. 

𝐵 Hull, center width, y. 

𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚   Distance from centre of hull to the bottom of the hull in z direction 

𝑉ellipsoid Total volume of ellipsoid representing the hull. 

𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑑,𝑠𝑢𝑏    Volume of ellipsoid cap segment 

𝑎 Semi-principal axis of ellipsoid (x direction) 

𝑏 Semi-principal axis of ellipsoid (y direction) 
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𝑐 Semi-principal axis of ellipsoid (z direction) 

𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏  Distance from centre of hull to water level in z direction. 

𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑧 Location of the hull in relation to centre of gravity. 

𝑆ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 Wetted area of hull. 

𝐶𝐷,ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 Total drag coefficient of hull, x, y, or z 

𝐶𝐷 ,ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 Profile drag coefficient of hull, x. 

𝐶𝐷𝑊,ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 Wave drag coefficient of hull, x. 

𝑅𝑒𝑥 Reynold’s number for hull, x. 

𝐹𝑒𝑥 Froude’s number for hull, x. 

𝑒 Eccentricity of ellipsoid representing hull. 

𝑒1 Second eccentricity of ellipsoid representing hull. 

   Height of ellipsoidal cap. 

 𝐶𝐷,𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒  Drag coefficient of a plate travelling transversely through the flow. 

INERTIAL TENSOR 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 Moment of Inertia around local x axis 

𝐼𝑦𝑦 Moment of Inertia around local y axis 

𝐼𝑧𝑧 Moment of Inertia around local z axis 

𝐼𝑥𝑦 Moment of Inertia in local xy plane. 

𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝑚 Moment of Inertia around local x axis including added masses. 

𝐼𝑦𝑦,𝑚 Moment of Inertia around local y axis including added masses. 

𝐼𝑧𝑧,𝑚 Moment of Inertia around local z axis including added masses. 

𝑋�̇� Added mass coefficient x direction 

𝑌�̇� Added mass coefficient y direction 

𝑍�̇� Added mass coefficient z direction 

𝐿�̇� Added rotational inertia coefficient around local x axis 

𝑀�̇� Added rotational inertia coefficient around local y axis 

𝑁�̇� Added rotational inertia coefficient around local z axis 
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1. Introduction 

There are different types of hydrofoils currently implemented on boats today. In this 

thesis work it is suggested to only to focus on of the 2 most popular types; T-foil or V-foil. 

Craft equipped with hydrofoils operate in different modes depending on their speed. 

There is hull-borne (hull displacement) mode during takeoff and foil-borne operation. 

 

As the craft gets bigger it follows that the size of the hydrofoil is increased, but the foils 

tend to outgrow the hull. Aircraft solve this problem by increasing speed and wing 

loading as size is increased, but practical hydrofoil speeds are limited by cavitation due 

to traveling in water. 

 

T-foil 

T-foils use fully submerged foils with additional structure to fasten them to the hull of 

the boat. Since the submerged T-foil is insensitive to its submergence, the craft has to be 

equipped with a feedback control system that can measure the craft’s height over water, 

and alter lift of the hydrofoil accordingly. The lift is altered with the help of trailing edge 

flaps, or by rotating the whole foil. An example of a T-foil craft can be seen below in 

Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1.University of Tokyo & KTH Aegir 2013 solar-boat with T-foils 

 

V-foil 

V-foil configuration has the positive attribute of being self-stabilizing in both roll and 

heave as seen in Figure 2 below. V-foils are limited by wave heights, since they are not 

fully submerged and are surface piercing foils. V-foils are usually not rotatable and are 

fixed in respect to the hull. The V-foil design has the disadvantage of becoming unstable 

at higher speeds since the righting levers and the related righting moment decrease 

when foil lift centre moves towards the craft centre line as the foils are lifted out of the 

water at increasing speed. The area of contact with the water also becomes smaller thus 
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reducing the craft’s inertial moment. Therefor it is important for the user to make sure 

the craft does not foil too high. An example of V-foil configuration can be seen in Figure 

2. 

 

Figure 2. V-foil self-stabilization in roll. 

 

 Figure 3. 3D rendering of KTH 2014 Solar Boat Hefring with V-foils 

 

1.1. Previous Work 

Several ship dynamics-simulator software are available on the market today. But in the 

field of hydrofoil equipped craft, there are no convenient software available. Both 

University of Tokyo and KTH have participated in a project where hydrofoil equipped 

boats have been designed and manufactured. Below are examples of simulation models 

made to analyze these boats. 

 

Niclas Niclasen 

Niclas Niclasen, a student at KTH created a static simulation model for analysis of the solar 

boat during the fall of 2014.  

 Matlab 

 Static, 1 degree of freedom (z) 

 Thin Airfoil Theory used numerically to determine CL and CD. 

 Features: Buoyancy of hull, lift, drag, foiling speed 
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Ryutaro Matsumoto 

Matsumoto Ryutaro, a member of the University of Tokyo 2014 solar boat project created a 

simulation model with the main goal of calculating optimal PID gains for the boats control 

system.  

 Matlab Simulink 

 2 degree of freedom (z,x) 

 Experimental determination of CL and CD. 

 PSO(Particle Swarm Optimization) response optimization to attain PID gains. 

 

Joshua Sutherland 

Joshua Sutherland, also a member of the University of Tokyo 2014 solar boat project, 

developed a simulation model in another coding environment than Matlab. The focus was on 

surge and heave dynamics. 

 Modelica & Dymola 

 Experimental determination of CL and CD. 

Features: Thrust Requirements, cruise speed, foiling height. 

 

1.2. Thesis Description & Scope 

This thesis work focuses on simulation of small craft that use V-foil hydrofoils. The 

simulation is done in MATLAB’s Simulink simulating environment. The author’s goal 

with the thesis was to create an analysis tool of hydrofoil craft to help the potential 

users with initial concept evaluation. The user will be able to easily interact with the 

finished simulation model through a GUI (Graphical User Interface), see Figure 4 

below.  
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Figure 4. The developed MATLAB GUI ”HydroGUI”  

 

The simulation is done in the time domain, and lets the user see how their analyzed 

craft would react in tests such as circling or Zig-Zag testing. The user will be able to 

analyze at what speeds or engine power the analyzed craft will achieve foiling condition.  

 

All 6 degrees of freedom for the craft are taken into consideration in the simulation, 

thus enabling a full 3D trajectory of the craft to be calculated. This means that the craft 

and its calculated trajectory can be visualized in a 3D environment. A Simulink 

animation block used originally for aerospace application was used to animate the craft 

following its trajectory.  

 

Several simplifications regarding the craft dynamics have been made. As the focus lies 

on the foiling aspect of hydrofoil craft, hull dynamics were simplified and features such 

as hull buoyancy and hull righting moment were kept simple, thus allowing the author 

to focus on the hydrofoil modeling aspect of the craft. 
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1.3. Thesis Structure Overview 

Here the structure of the thesis will be presented so the reader can more easily 

understand and read this report. 

 

 Introduction 

In this chapter the thesis is introduced to the reader, previous work and the scope of the 

thesis are discussed. 

 

 Background Theory 

Background theory related to the thesis is presented for a clearer understanding. 

 

 Forces 

All the forces acting on the simulated craft are here discussed and ways to calculate 

them are presented. 

 

 Inertial Tensor 

The inertial tensor that is used for the newton equations is here presented, and the user 

can see how it is calculated.  

 

 Governing Equations  

Finally the governing equations that describe the craft are presented.  

 

 Hydrofoil Cavitation 

In this thesis a hydrofoil cavitation study has also been performed. 

 

 Simulink 

In this chapter the developed simulation program is presented, and the program 

Simulink is also discussed. What the simulation has for outputs is also presented here. 

 

 Results 

The results of the thesis are summarized here, and the reader is given an overview of 

what has been accomplished. A simulation of an existing hydrofoil craft is performed 

and a comparison to real life test data is also performed to validate the results. 

 

 Application 

The reader is here presented with a study of application of the developed simulation 
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software. Two different rudder designs are analysed and compared using the simulation 

software. 

 

 Conclusions & Discussion 

Final conclusions drawn by the author are here presented. 

 

 Future Work 

What fields the author deems to be worthy of improvement or further analysis are here 

presented to the reader. 

 

 Appendices 

Appendices include code developed for the simulation software and also include a user 

manual for the interested party. 
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2. Background Theory 

2.1. Lift Force 

The lift of a hydrofoil or other possible foils such as the rear pitch-controlling foil, can be 

calculated according to Eq.2-1 below. [1] 

L =
1

2
 𝜌 𝑉2 𝑆 𝐶𝐿     [N] 2-1 

Where: 

𝜌 – Density [kg/m3]  

V – Velocity relative to traversed medium [m/s] 

S – Reference Lifting Area [m2] 

CL – Lift Coefficient [-] 

 

Some methods that can be used to calculate hydrofoil lift Coefficient CL (2) (3) :  

 Dipole Based Panel Method Hess (1974) 

 Higher order panel method of Hess et al. (1985) 

 Prandtl’s lifting line theory (3D Potential Flow. Free surfaces) 

 XFoil Software 

 BEM, Boundary Element Method 

 Thin Airfoil Theory (Linear Function) 

 Experimental Methods 

 

Out of these methods the 2 most appropriate to a simulating environment will be 

discussed below. 

 

Lifting Line Theory 

The key part of the Prandtl’s lifting line theory is replacing the hydrofoil by a system of 

horseshoe vortices. 

“Lifting line theory put forward by Prandtl is used to solve the lift problem of high 

aspect ratio wing (Newman, 1977). It is a simplified theory, valid to calculate the lift of 

a low speed, high aspect ratio straight wing. … Lifting line theory is expected to solve 

the lifting problem of hydrofoil very well. Compared with the lifting surface theory and 

panel method, lifting line theory features fast computation” (4). 

 

Thin Airfoil Theory (Chosen for this thesis) 

Out of the above mentioned methods, Thin Airfoil Theory is a fast and easy method. In 
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Thin Airfoil Theory the coefficient of lift for a deeply submerged dihedral hydrofoil can 

be determined as a function of the angle of attack, measured in a vertical plane parallel 

to the direction of motion, directly from two dimensional airfoil data simply by 

correcting for aspect ratio (5). Thin airfoil theory is applicable at low angle of attack, 

preferably below stall angle (4). The lift coefficient CL is considered as a linear function 

of angle of attack (2-2,2-3).  

 

𝐶𝐿 = 𝐶𝐿   𝐶𝐿0 

Or alternatively  

𝐶𝐿 = 2  𝑇 

2-2 

 

2-3 

 

Where  𝑇 is the angle of attack corresponding to zero lift. 

 

Waves need to be considered as well when calculating lift, it is possible that the 

hydrofoils might rise above the moving water surface resulting in loss of lift. If the 

waves are big enough there is also risk for the boat to jump out of the water, and 

resurface with a negative angle of attack, resulting in the hydrofoils sucking the boat 

downwards. 

 

For highly swept wings, wings with complex taper, wings in transonic or supersonic flow 

or wings with flaps, a more accurate calculation needs to be undertaken using either 

Lifting Line theory or the Vortex Lattice Method (4). In this thesis only simple un-swept 

wings will be considered, and the lift coefficient will be calculated using Thin Airfoil 

Theory. 

 

2.2. Drag Force 

The total drag of a hydrofoil is calculated according to Eq.2-4 below. 

D =
１

２
 𝜌 𝑉2 𝑆 𝐶𝐷   [N] 2-4 

There are many drag components of a hydrofoil. The total drag coefficient can be calculated 

according to Eq.2-5 below (6). Alternatively it is also possible to attain the constant through 

experimental testing of the hydrofoils.  

 

http://web.aeromech.usyd.edu.au/aero/liftine/liftline.pdf
http://web.aeromech.usyd.edu.au/aero/liftine/liftline.pdf
http://web.aeromech.usyd.edu.au/aero/vlm/vlm.pdf
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𝐶𝐷 = 𝐶𝐷𝑝  𝐶𝐷𝑖  𝐶𝐷𝑤  𝐶𝐷𝑆  𝐶𝐷𝑆𝑒𝑝 2-5 

 

Where the constants correspond to: 

𝐶𝐷𝑝  – Friction and profile  

𝐶𝐷𝑖  – Induced  

𝐶𝐷𝑤  – Wave  

𝐶𝐷𝑆  – Spray  

𝐶𝐷𝑆𝑒𝑝  – Separation  

 

Interference effect on drag between hull and foils can most likely be omitted since the hull is 

elevated out of the water during foiling condition. It is important to get a good lift to drag 

ratio, and is often calculated according to (3-3).  

𝐿

𝐷
=

𝐶𝐿

𝐶𝐷

 2-6 

There will be speeds where it will be more efficient to travel at, where the CL/CD ratio is at 

its highest. These speeds are of interest to the people who will be designing and operating 

the craft, permitting economical operation at these higher speeds. The angle of attack 

factors into this as well and will be a determining factor in the hydrofoil properties.  

 

Profile Drag, 𝑪𝑫𝒑  

The profile drag of a deeply submerged foil varies directly as the immersed length of the 

foil (7). The profile drag coefficient of a hydrofoil can be calculated according to Eq.2-7 

below (8). 

 

𝐶𝐷 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝐶𝐹 ∙ 𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑡  2-7 

See chapter 3.2.1, 3.7.1 and 3.8.1 for further explanation and application. 

 

Vortex/Induced Drag, 𝑪𝑫𝒊 

The trailing vortex drag of deeply submerged dihedral hydrofoils of fixed span decreases 

with increasing dihedral angle (7). The trailing vortex drag of a dihedral hydrofoil also 

increases with decreasing submergence (7). According to (6) the induced drag coefficient 
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can be calculated according to Eq.2-8 below. 

𝐶𝐷𝑖 =
𝐶𝐿

2

 𝐴𝑅 ∙  ∙ c   ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 
 1     1     2-8 

See chapter 3.7.2 and 3.8.2 for further explanation and application. 

 

Wave Drag, 𝑪𝑫𝒘 

The wave drag of a surface-piercing dihedral hydrofoil can be estimated by a simple 

modification of flat-foil wave-drag theory (5). 

𝐶𝐷𝑊 =
0.5 ∙ 𝐶𝐿

2

𝐹𝑟𝑖
2𝑒2/𝐹𝑟𝑖

2 2-9 

See chapter 3.2.2 and 3.7.3 for further explanation and application. 

 

There is possibility that the wave system induces positive or negative wave interference 

between hull and hydrofoil. In this study it is deemed acceptable to ignore any 

interference because of foiling craft not radiating waves from its hull. 

 

Spray Drag, 𝑪𝑫𝑺 

Surface piercing foils or struts create spray, which requires energy (6). 

𝐶𝐷𝑆 = 𝑐𝐹 [7.68 − 6.4 
𝑡 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

𝑐
 ] 2-10 

See chapter 3.2.3 and 3.7.4 for further explanation and application. 

 

Ventilation or Separation of flow, 𝑪𝑫𝑺𝒆𝒑 

Surface piercing hydrofoils in shallow water can sometimes display spraying of water, 

this is a phenomenon caused by flow separation starting from the leading edge of the 

hydrofoil (5). For a thin foil at small angle of attack experiencing laminar separation, 

the coefficient of drag can be calculated according to Eq.2-11 below (9).  

𝐶𝐷𝑠𝑒𝑝 = 2𝐶𝐹70 
𝑡𝑒
𝑐
 4 2-11 

See chapter 3.7.5 for further explanation and application. 
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Interference 

If the hydrofoils are supported by struts, there will occur additional interference drag at 

the corner of the joints (6). On smaller craft utilizing V-foils there is not likely to be any 

supportive struts, but on bigger craft interference drag will have to be calculated if 

struts are used. T-foils induce interference drag between lifting foil surface and 

supporting strut. In this thesis as stated above, interference will be neglected. 

 

Control Surfaces 

When operating the boat, movable control surfaces will be used to navigate the boat. 

Possible control surfaces are T-foil fins, tail pitch controlling fins and tail rudder. These 

control surfaces will create additional drag when used and will affect the boat dynamics. 

 

2.3. Hydrofoil Cavitation 

Cavitation on the hydrofoils will cause a decrease in lift and an increase in drag (10). 

There will be vibrations and excessive forces on the hydrofoils when cavitation crosses 

the trailing edge of the hydrofoil. To predict cavitation the cavitation number   is 

calculated according to Eq.2-12. The cavitation number is a form of the Euler number. 

 

 =
𝑝0 − 𝑝𝑣

1
2𝜌𝑈0

2
=

𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑚  𝜌𝑔𝑧 − 𝑝𝑣

1
2𝜌𝑈0

2
 2-12 

See chapter 6. for further explanation and application. 

 

2.4. Simulation Theory 

When simulating the dynamics of a craft there are usually some basic items that are 

always of interest. Below is short list of these basic items. 

 

 Position 

 Speed 

 Acceleration 

 

There is a global coordinate system, and a local coordinate system, as seen below in 

Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. Left, global system. Right, local system. 

 

x0, y0, z0  represent the earth-fixed coordinate system. While x, y, z represents the local 

craft-fixed coordinate system, see Figure 5. u, v and w are the axial speeds. p, q and r 

are rotational velocities around their corresponding axis. 

 

To keep track of the movement and speeds of the craft during the simulation, the 

following accelerations in time domain are integrated over time: 

 

 �̇� – Acceleration of craft in x direction 

 �̇� – Acceleration of craft in y direction 

 �̇� – Acceleration of craft in z direction 

 �̇� – Angle Acceleration of craft in heel (around x axis) 

 �̇� – Angle Acceleration of craft in pitch (around y axis) 

 �̇� – Angle Acceleration of craft in yaw (around z axis) 

 

The goal of creating a simulation model is to acquire ship properties in regard to its 

designed working environment. Instead of building the ship, or doing experimental 

model testing, the simulation model will allow for verification of concepts and design.   
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Figure 6. Diagram of control regulation for a boat. 

 

In actual ships, automatic controls for ship navigation consist of the elements that are 

shown in Figure 6 above. The simulation model will optimally include components that 

cover all of these elements. 

 

2.5. Local – Global Coordinate systems 

First when calculating all the forces acting on the craft, it is performed in the local 

coordinate system. But to track the craft’s position in the time domain, the speeds and 

accelerations need to be converted into the global coordinate system, To convert to the 

global coordinate system a transformation matrix R is used: 
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Where:  ϕ 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙  𝑝𝑖        θ  𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐  𝑡𝑒𝑡𝑎       Ψ  𝑌𝑎𝑤  𝑝𝑠𝑖     

 

The speeds in the earth-fixed coordinate system are then: 
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To get the global forces correctly acting in the local coordinate system the following 

conversion is done (11) : 

 

𝑅−1 [  

0
0

(𝑚𝑔 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦)
  ] = [

 −(𝑚𝑔 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦) ∙  in    

(𝑚𝑔 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦) ∙ c    inϕ

 (𝑚𝑔 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦) ∙ c   c  ϕ 

]
 

2-16 

To solve the global angle accelerations of the craft, the following equations are needed:

 

�̇� = 𝑅�̂�  
 

2-17 

Wherê is: 
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Solving equations above leads to the following system of equations:    
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From Eq.2-15 and Eq.2-19, �̇�𝑥0, �̇�𝑦0, �̇�𝑧0, ∅,̇  ,̇ �̇� are to be integrated over time to analyze 

how the craft is moving. Doing so and logging the data will make it possible to get data 

of the different degrees of freedom as a function of time for the craft. 
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3. Forces 

3.1. Overview 

To properly model a craft to enable simulation, the correct forces and moments acting 

on the craft need to be calculated. In this chapter, the underlying theory and 

calculations of the general forces acting on a hydrofoil craft will be presented. To see an 

overview over the differential equations of the craft, refer to chapter 5. The equations 

needed to acquire accelerations are derived from Newton’s equations (12): 

𝐹 = 𝑚 ∙ 𝑎       

 

𝑀 = 𝐼 ∙ �̂�
 

3-1 

 

3-2 

 

For a system of 6 degrees of freedom, we get from Eq.3-1: 

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑋𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑌𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑍𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ]
 
 
 
 
 

=

[
 
 
 
 
 

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥

6𝑥6
]
 
 
 
 
 

×

[
 
 
 
 
 
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
�̇� ]
 
 
 
 
 

 
3-3 

 

Otherwise: 

[
 
 
 
 
 
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
�̇� ]
 
 
 
 
 

=

[
 
 
 
 
 

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥

6𝑥6
]
 
 
 
 
 
−1

× 

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑋𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑌𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑍𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ]
 
 
 
 
 

 
3-4 

The mass matrix is dependent on the craft’s weight and added weights. See chapter 4.1 

to see how it is calculated. 

 

The local forces X, Y, Z and moment forces L, M, N are functions of many variables. 

𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍, 𝐿,𝑀, 𝑁     −     𝑓 𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧0, ϕ, θ, Ψ, 𝑢,̇ 𝑣,̇ 𝑟,̇ 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑟, 𝛿, 𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 …  3-5 

Where 𝛿 is the rudder angle, 𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 the local wave height. The calculations for these 

forces and moments are displayed later in this chapter. 
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The forces acting on the craft are as following: 

 

Table 1. Forces & Moments 

Force Description Chapter 

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 Total resulting thrust from craft’s propeller - 

𝑋𝑅 Rudder force, x 3.2 

𝑌𝑅 Rudder force, y 3.2 

L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦 Lift of starboard hydrofoil, y  3.4 

L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦 Lift of port hydrofoil, y 3.4 

𝐿𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 Lift of starboard hydrofoil, z 3.4 

𝐿𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧 Lift of port hydrofoil, z 3.4 

𝐿𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 Lift of pitch stabilizing fin, z 3.6 

𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 Buoyancy force, starboard hydrofoil. 3.10.2 

𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 Buoyancy force, port hydrofoil. 3.10.2 

𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 Buoyancy force, rudder. 3.10.3 

𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 Buoyancy force, hull 3.10.1 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑥 Drag force, starboard hydrofoil, x 3.7 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑥 Drag force, port hydrofoil, x 3.7 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦 Drag force, starboard hydrofoil, y 3.7 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦 Drag force, port hydrofoil, y 3.7 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 Drag force, starboard hydrofoil, z 3.7 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧 Drag force, port hydrofoil, z 3.7 

𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 Drag force, pitch stabilizing fin, x 3.7 

𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 Drag force, pitch stabilizing fin, z 3.7 

𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 Drag force, hull, x 3.9 

𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑦 Drag force, hull, y 3.9 

𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑧 Drag force, hull, z 3.9 

𝑀𝑥 Hull righting moment around x axis 3.11.3 

𝑀𝑦 Hull righting moment around y axis 3.11.3 

 

Below in Figure 7 and Figure 8, the general forces acting on the hydrofoil equipped craft 

have been visually presented.  
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Figure 7. Forces acting on hydrofoil craft, yz plane. 

 

 

Figure 8. Forces seen from side-view in xz plane. 

 

Below are the equations for the total local forces X, Y, Z and moments L, M, N. These 

equations are for a craft with a propeller that is fixed to the rotating rudder. If the 

analyzed craft has a hull-fixed propeller, the equations instead become as seen in 

Appendix 8 – Fixed Propeller Equations of Forces. 
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𝑋 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 ∙ c   𝛿 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑥 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑥 − 𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 − 𝑋𝑅 − 𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 − (𝑚𝑔 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦)  in     

 

𝑌 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 ∙  in 𝛿  L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦  L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦  𝑌𝑅 − 𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑦 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦  (𝑚𝑔 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦) c   θ  in ϕ  

 

Z = (𝑚𝑔 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦) c     c   ϕ − 𝐿𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 − 𝐿𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧 − 𝐿𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 − 𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑧 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧 − 𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 

 

𝐿 = −𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 ∙  in 𝛿 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝,𝑧  (−L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙ c     c   ϕ ) ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,y

 (L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧  𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧  𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙ c     c   ϕ ) ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,y − L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦  ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,z

− L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,z − 𝑌𝑅 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑧  𝑀𝑥 

 

𝑀 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 ∙ c   𝛿 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝,𝑧 

 (L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧  L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧  𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧  𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧  c     c   ϕ (𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟  𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡)) ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑥

− (𝐿𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧  𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧) ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 − 𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 − 𝑋𝑅 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑧 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑥

∙ c     c   ϕ − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑥 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑥 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧 − 𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 ∙ 𝑙𝑣ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑧  𝑀𝑦 

 

𝑁 = −𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝,𝑥 ∙  in 𝛿  𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,y − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,y − 𝑋𝑅 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑦 − 𝑌𝑅 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑥

 (𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,y − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,y)  in    (L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦  L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦

− 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦) ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑥 
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3-7 

 

3-8 

 

3-9 

 

 

3-10 

 

 

 

3-11 

 

 

Where 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦 summarizes all the buoyancy forces creating lift: 

𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦 = 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦,ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙  𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟  𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡  𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦,𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 3-12 

See chapter 3.10 to see how the buoyancy forces are calculated. 

 

The model assumes that the craft’s hull is rigid, and that there are no deformations 

during operation of the craft. In the equations for the local summarizing moments L, M 

and N, “lv” is short for lever arm. The lever arms are the total distances to each acting 

force in relation to the center of gravity. This means for example that 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,z is the 

distance to where the corresponding forces act on the port hydrofoil, in relation to centre 

of gravity in z direction. Since there are 3 axis of rotation, it will also be necessary to 

ascertain for example 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,y which instead corresponds to the lever arm length in y 

direction. 
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All the lever arms are summarized below in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Lever arms. 

Lever Arm Description Chapter 

𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑥 Lever arm, rudder, x 3.3 

𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑦 Lever arm, rudder, y 3.3 

𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑧 Lever arm, rudder, z 3.3 

𝑙𝑣𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝,𝑥 Lever arm, propeller, x - 

𝑙𝑣𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝,𝑧 Lever arm, propeller, z - 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑥 Lever arm, hydrofoils, x 3.5 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,y Lever arm, starboard hydrofoil, y 3.5 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,y Lever arm, port hydrofoil, y 3.5 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,z Lever arm, starboard hydrofoil, z 3.5 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,z Lever arm, port hydrofoil, z 3.5 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 Lever arm, pitch stabilizng fin, x 3.6 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 Lever arm, pitch stabilizng fin, z 3.6 

𝑙𝑣ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑧 Lever arm, hull, z 3.9 

 

 

3.2. Rudder Forces 

According to (12), the local forces acting on the rudder can be calculated as following: 

 

𝑋𝑅 =
𝜌

2
𝐴𝑅 𝑢𝑅

2  𝑣𝑅
2 (𝐶𝐿,𝑅  in 𝛿𝐻  𝐶𝐷,𝑅 c  𝛿𝐻) 

𝑌𝑅 =
𝜌

2
𝐴𝑅 𝑢𝑅

2  𝑣𝑅
2 (𝐶𝐿,𝑅 c  𝛿𝐻  𝐶𝐷,𝑅  in 𝛿𝐻) 

3-13 

 

3-14 

 

𝑋𝑅 and 𝑌𝑅 are positive in the positive x and y directions, where 𝐶𝐿,𝑅 , 𝐶𝐷,𝑅 are the lift and drag 

coefficients of the rudder, see Eq.3-16,3-23. 𝐴𝑅 is the area of the rudder in contact with water, and 

it is calculated according to Eq.3-15. It is important to note that the wetted area will decrease as the 

craft elevates higher out of the water. This will reduce water resistance, but also the turning 

momentum that 𝑌𝑅 gives rise to. 
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𝐴𝑅 =
𝐴𝑅,𝑤𝑒𝑡

2
= 𝑙𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 − (−𝑧0   ∙ 𝑥𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟  𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟) ∙ 𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 

Allowed value range: [min = 0 ; max = 𝑙𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟] 

 

3-15 

 

 

Figure 9. Rotatable rudder and its dimensions, xz plane.. 

 

See Figure 9 above for an explanation of the variables. 𝑙𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 ,  𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 are the rudders 

vertical length and horizontal cord length respectively. The rudder is assumed to be 

vertically fixed to the hull so that the top of the rudder reaches the center of gravity for 

the whole craft in z direction. The height of the wave passing by the rudder affects the 

amount of area of the rudder is in contact with the water. 𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 represents the 

local wave height by the rudder. 𝑥𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 is the coordinate for the center of the rudder in 

the x direction, and will therefore have a negative value. 

𝐶𝐿,𝑅 = 2  𝑇 = 2 𝛿𝑒   
 

3-16 

Where the angle of attack 𝛿𝑒 is the effective angle of attack which also depends on the 

angle of the flow around the rudder, see Figure 10. Note that this means that the 

coefficient of lift can be negative depending on the flow angle. To calculate 𝛿𝑒, Eq. 

3-17,3-18 below are implemented. 
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Figure 10. Rudder angle 𝛿 and flow angle 𝛿𝐻 (12) 

 

𝛿𝑒 = 𝛿 − 𝛿𝐻 

 

𝛿𝐻 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
𝑣𝑅

𝑢𝑅
) 

Where: 

𝑢𝑅 = 𝛾𝑢𝑢 

 

𝑣𝑅 = 𝛾𝑣𝑣  𝛾𝑟𝑟 ∙ 𝑥𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 

3-17 

 

3-18 

 

3-19 

 

3-20 

 

In Eq.3-19,3-20, 𝛾𝑣, 𝛾𝑢and 𝛾𝑟 are flow rectification factors due to the hull and propeller 

(12). In this thesis the flow rectification will be disregarded in turn of simplicity, 

meaning 𝛾𝑣 = 𝛾𝑢 = 𝛾𝑟 = 1. 

𝑢𝑅 = 𝑢 

 

𝑣𝑅 = 𝑣  𝑟 ∙ 𝑥𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟  
 

3-21 

 

3-22 

 

While the function for the lifting coefficient can be approximated easily by linear line 

theory, the drag coefficient is more complicated, see Eq. 3-23. Both drag due to 

separation of flow at high speed, and induced vortex drag are omitted since the author 

deems them less vital for the drag of the rudder. Since the rudder will be surface 

piercing during foiling condition the spray drag needs also to be considered. Therefor 

the analyzed components are: profile, wave and spray drag.  

𝐶𝐷,𝑅 = 𝐶𝐷 ,𝑅  𝐶𝐷𝑊,𝑅  𝐶𝐷𝑆,𝑅 
3-23 

The drag components are calculated in the same fashion as for the hydrofoils, for 
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further explanation of the drag components refer to Chapter 2.2. 

 

3.2.1. Profile drag of the rudder, 𝑪𝑫𝑷,𝑹 

The profile drag is also sometimes called friction drag, or viscous drag. The skin friction 

coefficient 𝐶𝐷 ,𝑅 is calculated below as defined by (13). 

𝐶𝐷 ,𝑅 =
0.075

 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑅𝑒𝑅 − 2 2
 3-24 

The local Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒𝑅  for the rudder needs to be calculated. The 

characteristic length of the rudder is chosen as the cord of the rudder 𝑐𝑅𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟, while the 

local velocity of the fluid traversing over the rudder 𝑉𝑅 , is calculated according to 

Eq.3-26. The dynamic viscosity 𝜇 of water in a 20 𝐶° environment is 1.002 ∙ 103N s/m2 

(14). 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑅 =
𝜌𝑉𝑅𝑐𝑅𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟

𝜇
 

 

𝑉𝑅 = √𝑢𝑟
2  𝑣𝑟

2 

3-25 

 

3-26 

 

3.2.2. Wave drag of the rudder, 𝑪𝑫𝑾,𝑹 

The wave drag can be calculated as following (5): 

𝐶𝐷𝑊,𝑅 =
0.5 ∙ 𝐶𝐿𝑅

2

𝐹𝑟𝑅
2𝑒2/𝐹𝑟𝑅

2 
3-27 

             

Where the Froude number 𝐹𝑟𝑅 is: 

𝐹𝑟𝑅 =
𝑉𝑅

√𝑔𝑐𝑅𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟

 3-28 

 

3.2.3. Rudder spray drag, 𝑪𝑫𝑺,𝑹  

The spray drag coefficient of the rudder 𝐶𝐷𝑆,𝑅 is calculated as following:  

 𝐶𝐷𝑆,𝑅 = 𝐶𝐷 ,𝑅 *7.68 − 6.4 
𝑡∙𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟
 +

 
3-29 
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For the rudder, the dihedral angle 𝛽 is considered to be the roll of the whole craft ϕ  𝑝𝑖 . t and 

𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 are the thickness and cord of the rudder respectively (6). The cord is chosen as the same as 

the characteristic length, i.e. the width of the rudder. 

 

3.3. Rudder Lever Arms 

The lever arms for the forces acting on the rudder are of interest: 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑥, 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑦 

and 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑧. 

 

𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑥 = |𝑥𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟| 

𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑦 = |
𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 ∙ tan𝛿

2
| 

𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑧 = 𝑙𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 −
𝐴𝑅,𝑤𝑒𝑡

2𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟
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3-31 

 

3-32 

 

 

3.4. Hydrofoil Lift 

As discussed in chapter 2.1, the perpendicular lift force of a wing or foil can be 

calculated accordingly.  

L =
1

2
 𝜌 𝑉2 𝑆 𝐶𝐿 3-33 

Where 𝑉 is the velocity relative to the traversed medium at the foil. The total velocity 

in the local horizontal plane is needed. 𝑆 is the reference area of the foil (Eq.3-46), and 

 𝐶𝐿 is the lifting coefficient (Eq.3-39). 

 

L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =
1

2
 𝜌 𝑉𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟

2  𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 𝐶𝐿,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 3-34 

And is calculated similarly for L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡. 

 

 𝑉𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 = √𝑢𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙
2  𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙

2  

Where 

𝑢𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑢 − 𝑟 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦 

 

𝑢𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝑢  𝑟 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦 

3-35 

 

 

3-36 

 

3-37 
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𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝑣  𝑟 ∙ 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑥 

 

 

3-38 

Note that the velocity in z direction, w is not included since its contribution is instead 

added through the vertical dampening of the hydrofoil as discussed in Chapter 3.11.1.  

The lifting coefficient of the hydrofoil is estimated by linear foil theory as discussed in 

chapter 2.1: 

𝐶𝐿,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 2  𝑇 

 

 𝑇 = 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝐴𝑜𝐴   𝑒 

3-39 

 

3-40 

Where  𝑇  is the angle of attack of the foil relative to the local horizontal plane. 

𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝐴𝑜𝐴 is the fixed angle of attack when the craft is horizontal. Similar to the rudder, 

the aspect of having an effective flow angle  𝑒 approaching the hydrofoils must be 

considered, see Eq.3-41, 3-42.  

 

 

 

Figure 11 Hydrofoil flow, local plane coinciding with hydrofoil  

 

The flow velocity in z direction will also be considered here to get a more accurate 

effective flow angle at the hydrofoils. 

 

 𝑒 =    𝐻  𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝐴𝑜𝐴 

 

 𝐻,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
𝑤𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙ c  𝛽  𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙  in 𝛽

𝑢𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟
) 

 

 𝐻,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
𝑤𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙ c  𝛽 − 𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙  in 𝛽

𝑢𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡
) 

3-41 

 

 

3-42 

 

3-43 
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Where 

𝑤𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑤  𝑝 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦  

 

𝑤𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝑤 − 𝑝 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦  

 

 

3-44 

 

3-45 

𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝐴𝑜𝐴 is the angle of attack of the hydrofoils in neutral position. The submerged 

referenced area of the foil, 𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑏is calculated below. 

𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 = 𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 ∙ 𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 3-46 

 

Where 𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 is the average cord length of the hydrofoil’s submerged part, see Eq.3-47. 

𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 is the length of the submerged part of the hydrofoil. 

 

To calculate the average cord 𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏, the following equations are introduced. 

𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 =
𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟  𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛

2
 

 

𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛  𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 ∙ 𝑇𝑟 

3-47 

 

3-48 

 

Where Tr is the tapering of the foil: 

𝑇𝑟 = atan
𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙
 3-49 

 

To calculate the submerged length of the hydrofoils 𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏, Eq.3-50, 3-52 are utilized. 

 

𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝑙𝑓 −
(−𝑧0  𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 − 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑧)

 in 𝛽 
 

(𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝐺𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟) ∙  in ϕ − 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑥 ∙  in   

 in 𝛽 − ϕ 
 3-50 

 

Where: 

𝐺𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =
c  𝛽 (−𝑧0  𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 − 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑧)

 in 𝛽 
 3-51 
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𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 represents the lenth of the foil that is submerged on starboard side. 

Where 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 are the lengths between the center of gravity and the position of 

the hydrofoils fitting with the craft in the 3 dimensions.  

Similar for the port side: 

 

𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝑙𝑓 −
(−𝑧0  𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑧)

 in 𝛽 
−

(𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝐺𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) ∙  in ϕ  𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑥 ∙  in   

 in 𝛽  ϕ 
 3-52 

 

The lifting force needs to be divided into vertical and horizontal forces. 

L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 = L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙ c  𝛽 

L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧 = L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙ c  𝛽 

 

L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦 = −L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙  in 𝛽 

L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦 = L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙  in 𝛽 

3-53 

3-54 

 

3-55 

3-56 

 

 

3.5. Hydrofoil Lever Arms 

It is also of major importance to know the lever arms to the acting forces in relation to 

the craft’s center of gravity. See Figure 12 below showing the lever arms: 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,y, 

 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,y, 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,z, 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,z, 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑥. 
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Figure 12. Levers arms of the submerged part of hydrofoils. 

 

As shown above, the lever arms are calculated from the halfway point of the submerged 

length of the hydrofoil. 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑥 has the same value as 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑥. 

 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,y = 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝐺𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 −
𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙ c  𝛽

2
 

 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,y = 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝐺𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 −
𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙ c  𝛽

2
 

3-57 

 

 

3-58 

The lever arms in y direction are limited to the following limits: 

 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,y,min = 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 ∙ c  𝛽 

 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,y,max = 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑦 −
𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 ∙ c  𝛽

2
 

3-59 

 

3-60 
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The lever arms for the hydrofoil forces in z direction is similarly: 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,z = −𝑧0  𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 − (𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝐺) ∙ tanϕ  
𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙  in 𝛽

2
 

 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,z = −𝑧0  𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡  (𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝐺) ∙ tanϕ  
𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙  in 𝛽

2
 

3-61 

 

 

3-62 

The lever arms in z direction are limited to these limits: 

 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,z,min = 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑧  
𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 ∙  in 𝛽

2
 

 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,z,max = 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑧  𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 ∙  in 𝛽 

3-63 

 

3-64 

 

 

3.6. Pitch stabilizing fin lift 

The lift in the rear of the craft produced by the pitch stabilizing fin is termed L𝑓𝑖𝑛. In 

this thesis the fin will also be controlled by a PID control to maintain stability in pitch for 

the whole craft. Only the P (proportional) part will be implemented.  

L𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 =
1

2
 𝜌 𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛

2  𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝐿,𝑓𝑖𝑛 

 

Where 𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛 is experienced horizontal fluid velocity traversing over the fin (Eq.3-65) and 

𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑛 is the characteristic area of the fin (Eq.3-68).  𝐶𝐿,𝑓𝑖𝑛 is the lift coefficient of the fin 

(Eq.3-69), and will also be important later while determining the drag of the foil. 
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Figure 13. Pitch stabilizing fin 

 

𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛 = √𝑢𝑓𝑖𝑛
2  𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛

2  3-65 

 

Where the following approximations are used: 

𝑢𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 𝑢 

 

𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 𝑣 − 𝑟 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 

3-66 

 

3-67 

 

The characteristic area 𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑛 is calculated as following: 

𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑛 ∙ 𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑛 3-68 

Where 𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑛 and 𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑛 are the cord and length of the fin respectively.  

 

Now the PID aspect will be introduced to the pitch stabilizing fin.  
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 𝐶𝐿,𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 2 𝛿𝑒,𝑓𝑖𝑛 

 

𝛿𝑒,𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 𝛿𝑓𝑖𝑛  𝛿𝑉  𝑃𝐼𝐷  𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∙   

 

Where the following approximation is used 

 

𝛿𝑓𝑖𝑛    

 

𝛿𝑉 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
𝑤𝑓𝑖𝑛

𝑢𝑓𝑖𝑛
) 

3-69 

 

3-70 

 

 

 

3-71 

 

3-72 

𝑃𝐼𝐷  𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡  is the proportional PID coefficient. This will help the craft stabilize 

horizontally and reduce the pitching of the craft during operation. It is important to 

note that the pitch stabilizing fin will not create lift or drag if it is no longer under the 

water surface. 

 

The lever arms for the pitch stabilizing fin are simply as following:  

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 = 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑋 

 

𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 = 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑍 

3-73 

 

3-74 

 

3.7. Hydrofoil drag 

The drag force of the hydrofoils 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 and 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 are calculted as following: 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 =
1

2
 𝜌 𝑉𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙

2  𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙𝐶𝐷,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 3-75 

Where 𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙  is the submerged characteristic area of the foil, and is calculated 

accordingly to (Eq.3-46) 

 

The drag components are calculated in the same fashion as for the rudder. 

𝐶𝐷,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 𝐶𝐷 ,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙  𝐶𝐷𝑖,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙  𝐶𝐷𝑊,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙  𝐶𝐷𝑆,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙  𝐶𝐷𝑠𝑒𝑝,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 
3-76 

Below the drag components are separately calculated: 
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3.7.1. Profile drag of the hydrofoils, 𝑪𝑫𝑷,𝒇𝒐𝒊𝒍 

𝐶𝐷 ,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 is the skin friction coefficient defined by (13). 

𝐶𝐷 ,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 =
0.075

 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 − 2 2
 3-77 

The local Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 for the hydrofoils needs to be calculated.  

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 =
𝜌𝑉𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏

𝜇
 3-78 

The characteristic length is selected as the average cord of the submerged hydrofoil 

𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏   (Eq.3-47). The dynamic viscosity 𝜇  of water in a 20  𝐶°  environment is 

1.002 ∙ 103N s/m2 (14). Where 𝑉𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 is different for starboard and port side of the ship, 

see Eq.3-35 

 

3.7.2. Vortex/Induced drag resistance, 𝑪𝑫𝒊,𝒇𝒐𝒊𝒍 

The induced drag of the hydrofoils is the drag associated with the vortices that are 

induced by the pressure difference over the foil. Below the coefficient of induced drag is 

calculated (6). 

𝐶𝐷𝑖 =
𝐶𝐿,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙

2

 𝐴𝑅 ∙  ∙ c   ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛽
 1     1     3-79 

 

Where 𝐴𝑅 is the aspect ratio of the wetted area of the hydrofoil: 

𝐴𝑅 =
𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏

2

𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙
=

𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏
𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏

 3-80 

 

K is the free surface effect correction constant (6).  

 =

16 (
𝑖

𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏
)
2

 1

16 (
𝑖

𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏
)
2

 2

 3-81 

𝑖 is the quarter cord depth (6) and is appointed as 25% of the averaged submerged 

hydrofoil cord. 

𝑖 =
𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏

4
 3-82 
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  and 𝛽 are the sweep and dihedral angles respectively.   is Munk’s correction factor for 

the effect on the free surface of the trailing vortex system (6).  

 = 1.73  0.694
𝑖

𝑠
− 2.172√

𝑖

𝑠
− 0.514 ∙ 𝑒−

𝑖
𝑠 3-83 

Where 𝑠 is the submerged length of the hydrofoil 𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏, (Eq. 3-50,3-52).   is a plan 

form factor that compensates for non-elliptical lift distribution (6). 

 = 𝑎  𝑏𝐴𝑅  𝑐𝐴𝑅2  𝑑𝐴𝑅3 3-84 

Where 𝑎 = −5.9 ∙ 10−4   𝑏 = −8.47 ∙ 10−3   𝑐 = −5.9 ∙ 10−6   𝑑 = −1.973 ∙ 10−6 

 

Alternatively it can be calculated according to Du Cane (15). 

 = 1  
2

𝐴𝑅
 3-85 

 

3.7.3. Wave drag of hydrofoils, 𝑪𝑫𝑾,𝒇𝒐𝒊𝒍 

The wave drag of a surface-piercing dihedral hydrofoil can be estimated by a simple 

modification of flat-foil wave-drag theory (5). The wave drag coefficient for the hydrofoils 

are calculated as following (6): 

𝐶𝐷𝑊,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 =
0.5 ∙ 𝐶𝐿,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙

2

𝐹𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙
2 𝑒2/𝐹𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙

2  3-86 

             

Where the Froude number 𝐹𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 takes into account the distance to the quarter cord depth i: 

𝐹𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 =
𝑉𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙

√𝑔𝐿
=

𝑉𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙

√𝑔𝑖
 3-87 

 

There is possibility that the wave system induces positive or negative wave interference 

between hull and hydrofoil. In this study it is deemed acceptable to ignore any interference 

because of hydrofoil craft not radiating waves from its hull while in foiling condition. 
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3.7.4. Spray drag of hydrofoils, 𝑪𝑫𝑺,𝒇𝒐𝒊𝒍 

The spray drag coefficient for the hydrofoils 𝐶𝐷𝑆,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 can be calculated as following (6): 

 𝐶𝐷𝑆,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 𝐶𝐷 ,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 [7.68 − 6.4 
𝑡∙𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏
 ]

 
3-88 

For the hydrofoils the dihedral angle 𝛽 is considered as a function of the roll of the 

whole craft ϕ  𝑝𝑖  (Eq.). t and 𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 are the thickness and average submerged cord 

of the hydrofoil respectively (6).   

    

𝛽𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 = 𝛽  ϕ 

𝛽𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 𝛽 − ϕ
 

3-89 

3-90 

 

3.7.5. Separation drag of Hydrofoils, 𝑪𝑫𝒔𝒆𝒑,𝒇𝒐𝒊𝒍 

For a thin foil at small angle of attack experiencing laminar separation, the coefficient of 

drag can be calculated according to (3-13) below [9].  

𝐶𝐷𝑠𝑒𝑝,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 2𝐶𝐷 ,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙70(
𝑡𝑒

𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 
)

4

 
3-91 

 

Where:  

𝑡𝑒 = 𝑡  𝑐𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 ∙  in  𝑇 3-92 

 𝑇 is the efficient angle of attack.  

3.8. Pitch stabilizing fin drag 

For the drag of the pitch stabilizing fin, certain simplifications will be made: Splash, 

wave and separation drag will be omitted. The drag force of the pitch stabilizing fin 𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛 

is calculated as following: 

𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 =
1

2
 𝜌 𝑢𝑓𝑖𝑛

2  𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑓𝑖𝑛𝐶𝐷,𝑓𝑖𝑛 3-93 

Where 𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑓𝑖𝑛 is the submerged characteristic area of the pitch stabilizing fin, and is 
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calculated accordingly to Eq.3-94 below. 𝛿𝑉 is calculated according to Eq.3-72. Note 

that the drag reaches 0 if the fin is elevated out of the water. The fin is assumed to be 

rectangular. 

𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑛 3-94 

 

𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛 = √𝑢𝑓𝑖𝑛
2  𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛

2  

Where: 

𝑢𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 𝑢 

𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 𝑣 − 𝑟 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 

3-95 

 

3-96 

3-97 

 

The drag components are calculated in the same fashion as for the rudder. 

𝐶𝐷,𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 𝐶𝐷 ,𝑓𝑖𝑛  𝐶𝐷𝑖,𝑓𝑖𝑛 
3-98 

Further explanation of the drag components refer to Chapter 2.2. Below the drag 

components for the fin are separately calculated: 

 

3.8.1. Profile drag of pitch stabilizing fin, 𝑪𝑫𝑷,𝒇𝒊𝒏 

𝐶𝐷 ,𝑓𝑖𝑛 is the skin friction coefficient defined by (13). 

𝐶𝐷 ,𝑓𝑖𝑛 =
0.075

 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛 − 2 2
 3-99 

 

The local Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛 for the fin needs to be calculated. The characteristic 

length for the fin is selected as the cord of the fin, 𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑛.  

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛 =
𝜌𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑛

𝜇
 3-100 

Where 𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛 is the experienced fluid velocity calculated in the previous chapter, (see 

Eq.3-65). 
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3.8.2. Vortex/Induced drag resistance of pitch stabilizing fin, 𝑪𝑫𝒊,𝒇𝒐𝒊𝒍 

Similar as to the hydrofoils (Eq.3-79), the coefficient for induced drag is as following: 

𝐶𝐷𝑖 =
𝐶𝐿,𝑓𝑖𝑛

2

 𝐴𝑅 ∙  ∙ c   ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛽
 1     1     3-101 

 

Where 𝐴𝑅 is the aspect ratio of the pitch stabilizing fin: 

𝐴𝑅 =
𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑛
𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑛

 3-102 

 

K is the free surface effect correction constant (6).  

 =

16 (
𝑖

𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑛
)
2

 1

16 (
𝑖

𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑛
)
2

 2

 3-103 

𝑖 is the quarter cord depth (6) and is appointed as 25% of the averaged submerged 

hydrofoil cord. 

𝑖 =
𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑛
4

 3-104 

 

  and 𝛽 are the sweep and dihedral angles respectively.   is Munk’s correction factor for 

correction for the effect on the free surface of the trailing vortex system (6).  

 = 1.73  0.694
𝑖

𝑠
− 2.172√

𝑖

𝑠
− 0.514 ∙ 𝑒−

𝑖
𝑠 3-105 

Where 𝑠 is the length of the fin 𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑛.   is again the plan form factor that compensates for 

non-elliptical lift distribution (6). 

 = 𝑎  𝑏𝐴𝑅  𝑐𝐴𝑅2  𝑑𝐴𝑅3 3-106 

Where 𝑎 = −5.9 ∙ 10−4   𝑏 = −8.47 ∙ 10−3   𝑐 = −5.9 ∙ 10−6   𝑑 = −1.973 ∙ 10−6 
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3.9. Hull Drag Resistance 

These are the forces that occur when the hull displaces water and has a velocity in the 3 

directions: x, y, z. There are 2 major components of the hull resistance, friction and wave 

resistance. Similar to Eq.3-76. the total drag force is calculated as following for the 3 

directions. 

 

𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 =
1

2
𝜌 𝑢2 𝑆𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝐶𝐷,𝑢𝑙𝑙 

𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑦 =
1

2
𝜌 𝑣2 𝑆𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝐶𝐷,𝑢𝑙𝑙 

𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑧 =
1

2
𝜌 𝑤2 𝑆𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝐶𝐷,𝑢𝑙𝑙 

3-107 

 

3-108 

 

3-109 

 

Where the drag coefficient 𝐶𝐷,ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 is: 

 𝐶𝐷,ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 =  𝐶𝐷 ,ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥   𝐶𝐷𝑊,ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 3-110 

There will be different drag coefficients for x, y and z directions, but are calculated 

similarly. The coefficients are numerically calculated according to (16). 

 

 𝐶𝐷 ,ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 =
0.075

(𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑅𝑒𝑥 − 2 )
2 

 

 𝐶𝐷𝑊,ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 = 0.0022𝑒
(
 𝐹𝑒𝑥−0.33 

0.057
)
 

3-111 

 

3-112 

Where the Reynolds number  𝑅𝑒𝑥 and Froudes number 𝐹𝑒𝑥 are as following: 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑥 =
𝑈𝐿

𝜈
=

𝜌𝑢𝐿

𝜇
 

 

𝐹𝑒𝑥 =
𝑈

√𝑔𝐿
=

𝑢

√𝑔 ∙ 𝐿𝑜𝑎
 

3-113 

 

3-114 

The characteristic length L for y and z direction are chosen as the width of the hull B 

and half the height of the hull 𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚  respectively. The wet area of the hull 𝑆ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 is 

estimated to be the area of the ellipsoid cap used to model the hull (17), see Figure 14 
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below. This method to calculate the wetted surface is an approximation, but it is 

important to note that the wetted surface of the hull will have no impact on the craft 

while it is foiling. 

 

Figure 14. Surface area of an upstretched ellipsoidal cap. 

 

𝑆ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 =  𝑎𝑐 (
arc in 𝑒 − arc in 𝑒1

𝑒
 

𝑎

𝑐
− (1 −



𝑐
)√1 − 𝑒1

2) 

𝑒 = √1 −
𝑎2

𝑐2
 

𝑒1 = 𝑒 (1 −


𝑐
) 

 

 = 𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 − 𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏 

3-115 

 

 

3-116 

 

3-117 

 

 

3-118 

 The lever arm for the forces acting on the hull is approximated as: 

𝑙𝑣ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝜃,𝑧 =
𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚

2
 3-119 

 

 

3.10. Buoyancy Forces 

There will be 3 major components of the craft that will contribute with buoyancy forces, 

those are: Hull, Hydrofoil and Rudder. Theses can seem small in comparison to the 

other forces that are acting on the craft, but it is important to note that they will play an 

important role in the stability during foiling condition for the craft. The pitch stabilizing 

fins are omitted, since the author deems them generally too small to contribute with 

enough volume. See below for further analysis of their corresponding buoyancy. 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦 

summarizes all the buoyancy forces creating lift: 
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𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦 = 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦,ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙  𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟  𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡  𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦,𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 3-120 

 

3.10.1. Hull Buoyancy 𝑭𝒃𝒖𝒐𝒚,𝒉𝒖𝒍𝒍 

As discussed later in the rapport, the hull can be easily approximated as a prolate 

ellipsoid (See Figure 15). The ellipsoid has then been dimensioned to best represent the 

hull shape of the craft. The hull will only contribute with buoyancy force while the hull 

is in contact with water, thus there will be no buoyancy force while the craft is 

completely foiling. First the volume of the approximating ellipsoid is wanted, the 

volume for a spheroid is as following: 

𝑉ellipsoid = (
4 

3
)𝑎𝑏𝑐 3-121 

Where 𝑎 =
𝐿𝑜𝑎

2
 , 𝑏 =

𝐵

2
 and 𝑐 = |𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚|. 𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 is the distance from centre of hull to 

the bottom of the hull in z direction. 

 

But it is important to note that the whole volume is not desired, but only the volume of 

the ellipsoid that is submerged below water level, 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑑,𝑠𝑢𝑏. Therefor the volume for 

the ellipsoid cap segment is calculated below (18), Eq.3-122. No rotation of the hull is 

considered for simplification. 

𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑑,𝑠𝑢𝑏 =  𝑎𝑏 (
2𝑐

3
− 𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏  

𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏
3

3𝑐2
) 3-122 

Where 𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏 is the distance from center of the hull to water level in z direction. 

 

𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏 = 𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑧 𝑧0 − 𝑍𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 

Allowed value range: [min = −𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 ; max = 𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚] 

 

3-123 

Where 𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑧  is the distance from center of gravity to the center of the ellipsoid 

representing the hull. If 𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏 is larger than 𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚, the hull is not in contact with the 

water. 
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Figure 15. Ellipsoidal cap 𝑋 = 𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏. 

 

𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦,ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙 = 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑑,𝑠𝑢𝑏𝜌𝑔 3-124 

 

3.10.2. Hydrofoil Buoyancy 𝑭𝒃𝒖𝒐𝒚,𝒇𝒐𝒊𝒍 

The buoyancy forces of hydrofoils are also directly related to how much volume they 

displace. 

𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 ∙ 𝜌𝑔 3-125 

Where 𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 is the submerged characteristic area of the hydrofoil, (Eq.3-46) and 𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 is 

the thickness of the hydrofoil 

 

 

3.10.3. Rudder Buoyancy 𝑭𝒃𝒖𝒐𝒚,𝒓𝒖𝒅𝒅𝒆𝒓 

The buoyancy force for the rudder is similarly calculated as: 

𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦,𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 𝐴𝑅,𝑤𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝜌𝑔 3-126 
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Where 𝐴𝑅,𝑤𝑒𝑡 is the wet area of the rudder, (Eq.3-15) and 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 is the thickness of the 

rudder. 

 

 

3.11. Stabilizing Forces 

There will be several stabilizing forces acting on the craft while it is traversing in water.  

 

 Hydrofoil Dampening Effect. 

The hydrofoils act as long plates dampening movements in both vertical z, and 

transverse direction y. 

 Pitch Stabilizing Fin Dampening Effect 

The pitch stabilizing fin also created a dampening effect similar to the hydrofoils. 

Only z direction is considered.  

 Hull Righting moment 

The hull creates static righting moment by inducing righting moments around x 

and y axis depending on the rotation of the hull in the water.  

 

3.11.1. Hydrofoil Dampening Effect 

The hydrofoils are mainly large flat surfaces that create a lot of drag if moved 

transversally to the intended flow direction. The hydrofoils are approximated as plates 

while estimating their drag in y and z direction. 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 =
1

2
𝜌 𝑤𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟

2  𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 𝐶𝐷,𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 c  𝛽 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 =
1

2
𝜌 𝑤𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡

2  𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐶𝐷,𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 c  𝛽 

3-127 

 

3-128 

 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦 =
1

2
𝜌 𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟

2  𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 𝐶𝐷,𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒  in 𝛽 

𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦 =
1

2
𝜌 𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡

2  𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐶𝐷,𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒  in𝛽 

3-129 

 

3-130 

 

 𝐶𝐷,𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 is the drag coefficient of a plate travelling transversely through the flow, and is 

estimated to have the value of  𝐶𝐷,𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 1.28  (19). 

 

3.11.2. Pitch Stabilzing Fin Dampening Effect 

Similar to above, the dampening force for the fin is calculated as below: 
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𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 =
1

2
𝜌 𝑤𝑓𝑖𝑛

2  𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝐷,𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 

Where 

𝑤𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 𝑤  𝑞 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 

3-131 

 

3-132 

 

 

3.11.3. Hull Righting Moment 

The hull righting moments are important to make the simulation model stable in case of 

dynamic instability for the craft. In the developed model the following equations were 

used to estimate the righting moments (20) (21): 

𝑀𝑥 = −𝜌𝑔 ∙ 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑏 ∙ 𝐺𝑍𝑥 

 

𝑀𝑦 = −𝜌𝑔 ∙ 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑏 ∙ 𝐺𝑍𝑦 

3-133 

 

3-134 

 

Where 

𝐺𝑍𝑥 =  inϕ ∙ 𝐺𝑀𝑇 

𝐺𝑍𝑧 =  in ∙ 𝐺𝑀𝐿 

𝐺𝑀𝑇 = (
𝐶𝐵 ∙ 𝐵𝑦,𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑏

2𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚
)
2

 

𝐺𝑀𝐿 = (
𝐶𝐵 ∙ 𝐿𝑥,𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑏

2𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚
)
2

 

3-135 

3-136 

3-137 

 

3-138 

The block coefficient 𝐶𝐵 varies depending on the depth of submergence of the hull, 

therefore it can be difficult to ascertain a general formula for it. From (20) the following 

is concluded: 

𝐶𝐵 =
𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑏

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝐵 ∙ 𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚
 3-139 

 

The terms 𝐵𝑦,𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑏 and 𝐿𝑥,𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑏 are width and length of the submerged ellipse cap 

representing the hull, they are estimated as linear proportional to the submergence of 

the hull.  

𝐵𝑦,𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑏 = (1 −
𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏

2𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚
) ∙ 𝐵 

 

3-140 

 

3-141 
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𝐿𝑥,𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑏 = (1 −
𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏

2𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚
) ∙ 𝐿𝑜𝑎 
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4. Inertial Tensor 

The inertial tensor is calculated accordingly (22): 

 

I = [

 ∑ 𝑚𝑖(𝑦𝑖
2  𝑧𝑖

2)𝑖 −∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖𝑖 −∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑧𝑖𝑖

−∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑦𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑚𝑖(𝑥𝑖
2  𝑧𝑖

2)𝑖 −∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑦𝑖𝑧𝑖𝑖

−∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑖 −∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑖𝑦𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑚𝑖(𝑥𝑖
2  𝑦𝑖

2)𝑖

] 4-1 

 

Generally is written on the form of Eq.4-2. 

𝐼 = [

𝐼𝑥𝑥 −𝐼𝑥𝑦 −𝐼𝑥𝑧
−𝐼𝑦𝑥 𝐼𝑦𝑦 −𝐼𝑦𝑧

−𝐼𝑧𝑥 −𝐼𝑧𝑦 𝐼𝑧𝑧

]
 

4-2 

The inertia tensor I is diagonally symmetric and initially only 6 components need to be 

calculated to construct I. But in this thesis only craft symmetric about the x-z plane are 

to be analyzed thus Ixy = Iyz = 0. Therefore only 4 components need to be calculated or 

provided by already known ship values. It is more optimal if the moment of inertia 

values for the analyzed craft are known in beforehand. Below approximate equations 

(Eq.4-5,4-6,4-7,4-8) are derived to calculate these values if the craft is only theoretical 

and there are no pre-determined values for the moment of inertias. 

 

The coefficients needed to be calculated are: 𝐼𝑥𝑥 , 𝐼𝑦𝑦, 𝐼𝑧𝑧 , 𝐼𝑥𝑧. The following numerical 

estimations (Eq.4-3,4-4) are commonly used for large conventional ships in naval 

architecture (22): 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 𝑚 ∙  0.35𝐵 2 

 

𝐼𝑧𝑧 = 𝐼𝑦𝑦 = 𝑚 ∙  0.25𝐿𝑜𝑎 
2

 

4-3 

 

4-4 

 

Since the analyzed craft are not anywhere close to be big enough to utilize these equations, certain 

mass addition due to hydrofoil and hydrofoil support structure needs to be added in the equations 

above. The approximations were made to fit with the real life values of KTH 2014 Solar Boat 

“Hefring”. 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 𝑚 ∙  0.35𝐵 2  2 ∙ 𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙
2 ∙ 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑌2 

 

𝐼𝑦𝑦 = 𝑚 ∙  0.25𝐿𝑂𝐴 
2 
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4-6 
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𝐼𝑧𝑧 = 𝑚 ∙  0.25𝐿𝑜𝑎 
2  2 ∙ 𝑙𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙

2 ∙ 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑌2
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The added support structure holding the hydrofoils are assumed to be relatively close to 

center of gravity in x direction, for that reason the hydrofoil structure’s inertia 

component in 𝐼𝑦𝑦 will be omitted. The weight of a hydrofoil is approximated as linear to 

the square of the hydrofoil length. 

 

−𝐼𝑥𝑧 = −∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑧𝑖𝑖   
 

4-8 

For a craft symmetric around its x axis, 𝐼𝑥𝑧 will be considered to be 0 unless specified 

by the user.  

 

The inertial tensor I is now: 

𝐼 = [

𝐼𝑥𝑥 0 −𝐼𝑥𝑧
0 𝐼𝑦𝑦 0

−𝐼𝑥𝑧 0 𝐼𝑧𝑧

]
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4.1. Added mass coefficients 

In an ideal frictionless fluid, the coefficients which are symmetrical with the respect to the leading 

diagonal will be equal (8). Therefor it is sufficient to only retain the coefficients above the leading 

diagonal, see Eq.4-10. The added mass is separated between the hull and hydrofoils which are the 

major components which operate in water. The added mass for the rudder and propeller are omitted. 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑋�̇� 𝑋�̇� 𝑋�̇�

𝑌�̇� 𝑌�̇�
𝑍�̇�

𝑋�̇� 𝑋�̇� 𝑋�̇�

𝑌�̇� 𝑌�̇� 𝑌�̇�
𝑍�̇� 𝑍�̇� 𝑍�̇�

𝐿�̇� 𝐿�̇� 𝐿�̇�

𝑀�̇� 𝑀�̇�

𝑁�̇� ]
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Where: 
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𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑋�̇� 𝑋�̇� 𝑋�̇�

𝑌�̇� 𝑌�̇�
𝑍�̇�

𝑋�̇� 𝑋�̇� 𝑋�̇�

𝑌�̇� 𝑌�̇� 𝑌�̇�
𝑍�̇� 𝑍�̇� 𝑍�̇�

𝐿�̇� 𝐿�̇� 𝐿�̇�

𝑀�̇� 𝑀�̇�

𝑁�̇� ]
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑙

   

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑋�̇� 𝑋�̇� 𝑋�̇�

𝑌�̇� 𝑌�̇�
𝑍�̇�

𝑋�̇� 𝑋�̇� 𝑋�̇�

𝑌�̇� 𝑌�̇� 𝑌�̇�
𝑍�̇� 𝑍�̇� 𝑍�̇�

𝐿�̇� 𝐿�̇� 𝐿�̇�

𝑀�̇� 𝑀�̇�

𝑁�̇� ]
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙

 

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑚

𝑚
𝑚

𝐼𝑥𝑥 −𝐼𝑥𝑧
𝐼𝑦𝑦

−𝐼𝑥𝑧 𝐼𝑧𝑧 ]
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Where m is the weight of the full craft.  

 

4.1.1. Hull Added Mass Coefficients 

To attain the coefficients of added mass for the craft, the hull is approximated as a 

ellipsoid. This simplification will allow the simulation model to easily calculate these 

coefficients before running the heavy calculations, thus speeding up the process for the 

user. It is important to note that the added mass coefficients of the hull are only 

important when it is submerged in the water, which is not the mode of operation in 

focus for this thesis.  

 

The equation for ellipsoids are:  

𝑥2

𝑎2
 

𝑦2

𝑏2
 

𝑧2

𝑐2
= 1
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Figure 16. ellipsoidal sphere. 

Where a, b and c are the semi-major, semi-minor and semi-vertical axes of an ellipsoid 

respectively. 2a will represent the length of the ship, 2b the beam of the ship and 2c 

twice the draft of the boat. Only the bottom half of the spheroid will be representing the 

hull in contact with water. 
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Figure 17. ellipsoidal sphere fitted to modulate hull.. 

 

As the draft of the craft changes while sailing, the value of c will also change, thus 

altering the volume of the ellipsoid. 

According to Lamb (8), because of assumption of ideal fluid, only the added mass 

coefficients on the leading diagonal have non-zero values, see Eq.4-20. 

 

𝑋�̇� = −
1

2
∙

∝0

2−∝0

4

3
 𝜌𝑎𝑏𝑐 

𝑌�̇� = −
1

2
∙

𝛽0

2 − 𝛽0

4

3
 𝜌𝑎𝑏𝑐 

𝑍�̇� = −
1

2
∙

𝛾0

2 − 𝛾0

4

3
 𝜌𝑎𝑏𝑐 
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𝐿�̇� = −
1

2
∙
1

5
∙

 𝑏2 − 𝑐2 2 𝛾0 − 𝛽0 

2 𝑏2 − 𝑐2   𝑏2  𝑐2  𝛽0 − 𝛾0 

4

3
 𝜌𝑎𝑏𝑐 

𝑀�̇� = −
1

2
∙
1

5
∙

 𝑐2 − 𝑎2 2 ∝0− 𝛾0 

2 𝑐2 − 𝑎2   𝑐2  𝑎2  𝛾0 − ∝0 

4

3
 𝜌𝑎𝑏𝑐 

𝑁�̇� = −
1

2
∙
1

5
∙

 𝑎2 − 𝑏2 2 𝛽0 −  ∝0 

2 𝑎2 − 𝑏2   𝑎2  𝑏2  ∝0− 𝛽0 

4

3
 𝜌𝑎𝑏𝑐
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Where as (8): 

 

𝑋�̇� = 𝑋�̇� = 𝑋�̇� = 𝑋�̇� = 𝑋�̇� = 𝑌�̇� = 𝑌�̇� = 

𝑌�̇� = 𝑍�̇� = 𝑍�̇� = 𝑍�̇� = 𝐿�̇� = 𝐿�̇� = 𝑀�̇� = 0 
4-19 

 

Which makes:  
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[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑋�̇� 0 0

𝑌�̇� 0

𝑍�̇�

0  0   0
0  0   0
0  0   0

𝐿�̇� 0 0

𝑀�̇� 0

𝑁�̇�]
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑙
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Going further in simplifying, prolate spheroids can be used to model the hull. This 

means that 𝑏 = 𝑐 and therefore 𝛽0 = 𝛾0 and 𝑎 > b (22). 

𝑋�̇� =            −
1

2
∙

∝0

2−∝0

4

3
 𝜌𝑎𝑏2 

𝑌�̇� = 𝑍�̇� = −
1

2
∙

𝛽0

2 − 𝛽0

4

3
 𝜌𝑎𝑏2 
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𝐿�̇� = 0 

 

𝑀�̇� = 𝑁�̇� = −
1

2
∙
1

5
∙

 𝑏2 − 𝑎2 2 ∝0− 𝛽0 

2 𝑏2 − 𝑎2   𝑏2  𝑎2  𝛽0 − ∝0 

4

3
 𝜌𝑎𝑏2
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Where ∝0 and 𝛽0 are purely numerical coefficients describing the relative proportions 

of the ellipsoid (22) : 

 

∝0=
2 1 − 𝑒2 

𝑒3
(
1

2
𝑙𝑜𝑔

1  𝑒

1 − 𝑒
− 𝑒) 

𝛽0 =
1

𝑒2
−

1 − 𝑒2

2𝑒3
𝑙𝑜𝑔

1  𝑒

1 − 𝑒 
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Where 𝑒2 is the eccentricity of the meridian elliptical section (22):  

 

𝑒2 = 1 − (
𝑏

𝑎
)
2
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4.1.2. Hydrofoil Added Mass Coefficients 

In this thesis work the foils added mass is assumed to linearly correspond to the volume 

of water they displace. This is a simplification which disregards any effects on the added 
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mass caused by wave motion.   

 

𝑋𝑢,̇ 𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 𝑌�̇�,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 𝑍�̇�,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝐹𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 ∙ 𝜌 

 

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝐹𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =  𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 ∙ 𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 

4-28 

 

4-29 

Where 𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏 is the submerged area of the hydrofoils, (Eq,3-46). 

 

In line with Eq.4-1, the respective added mass momentums are calculated. 

 

𝐿�̇�,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 = (𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙ 𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ (𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦
2  𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧

2))

 (𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙ 𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ (𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦
2  𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧

2)) 

 

𝑀�̇�,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 = (𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙ 𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ (𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑥
2  𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧

2))

 (𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙ 𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ (𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑥
2  𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧

2)) 

 

𝑁�̇�,𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 = (𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙ 𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ (𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑥
2  𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦

2))

 (𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙ 𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ (𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑥
2  𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦

2)) 
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5. Governing Equations (Differential Equations) 

Following symmetry about the x-z plane gives Ixy = Iyz = 0. The governing equations 

are extracted from Eq.3-4 and become as following (12):  

𝑋 = 𝑚𝑥 �̇�  𝑞𝑤 − 𝑟𝑣  

𝑌 = 𝑚𝑦 �̇�  𝑟𝑢 − 𝑝𝑤  

𝑍 = 𝑚𝑧 �̇�  𝑝𝑣 − 𝑞𝑢  

𝐿 = 𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝑚�̇� − 𝐼𝑥𝑧 �̇�  𝑝𝑞 − 𝑞𝑟(𝐼𝑦𝑦,𝑚 − 𝐼𝑧𝑧,𝑚) 

𝑀 = 𝐼𝑦𝑦,𝑚�̇� − 𝐼𝑥𝑧 𝑟
2 − 𝑝2 − 𝑟𝑝(𝐼𝑧𝑧,𝑚 − 𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝑚) 

𝑁 = 𝐼𝑧𝑧,𝑚�̇� − 𝐼𝑥𝑧 �̇� − 𝑞𝑟 − 𝑝𝑞(𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝑚 − 𝐼𝑦𝑦,𝑚) 

5-1 

5-2 

5-3 

5-4 

5-5 

5-6 

Where 

𝑚𝑥 = 𝑚  𝑋�̇�,𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑙  𝑋�̇�,𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 

𝑚𝑦 = 𝑚  𝑌�̇�,𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑙  𝑌�̇�,𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 

𝑚𝑧 = 𝑚  𝑍�̇�,𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑙  𝑍�̇�,𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 

 

And the moments of inertia also have additions to them: 

 

𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝑚 = 𝐼𝑥𝑥  𝐿�̇�,𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑙  𝐿�̇�,𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 

𝐼𝑦𝑦,𝑚 = 𝐼𝑦𝑦  𝑀�̇�,𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑙  𝑀�̇�,𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 

𝐼𝑧𝑧,𝑚 = 𝐼𝑧𝑧  𝑁�̇�,𝐻𝑢𝑙𝑙  𝑁�̇�,𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙 

5-7 

5-8 

5-9 

 

 

 

5-10 

5-11 

5-12 
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6. Hydrofoil Cavitation 

Cavitation on the hydrofoils will cause a decrease in lift and an increase in drag (10). There 

will be vibrations and excessive forces on the hydrofoils when cavitation crosses the trailing 

edge of the hydrofoil. To predict cavitation the cavitation number   is calculated according 

to Eq.6-1. The cavitation number is a form of the Euler number. 

 

 =
𝑝0 − 𝑝𝑣

1
2
𝜌𝑈0

2
 

6-1 

Where (8): 

 

𝑝0 = 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑚  𝜌𝑔𝑧  
𝜌

2
𝑈0

2 (1 − (
𝑈𝐿

𝑈0

)
2

) 
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Meaning: 

 =
𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑚  𝜌𝑔𝑧  

𝜌
2
𝑈0

2 (1 − (
𝑈𝐿

𝑈0
)
2

) − 𝑝𝑣

1
2
𝜌𝑈0

2
 6-3 

Where 𝑝0 is the ambient pressure (Pa), and 𝑝𝑣 the boiling pressure of the fluid (Pa). 𝜌 is 

the fluid density (kg/m3). Above the critical cavitation number cavitation does not occur, but 

below it occurs (10). The critical cavitation number is 1.0. For safety reason a cavitation 

number of 2.0 or higher will be desired in the cavitation control in this thesis work. 

 

𝑈0 is the incident flow velocity and is chosen as the maximum speed of the craft. 𝑈𝐿 is the 

local flow velocity and is approximated as following (8):  

𝑈𝐿 = 𝑈0 ∙ √1.5 6-4 

 

𝑧 is in this care the submergence of the foil relative to the free surface. It could be of interest 

to check for cavitation along the whole submerged foil, but the most critical position is at the 

water surface, meaning 𝑧 = 0. 

 

It is important that the hydrofoils don’t cause cavitation, but it might be unreasonable 
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to assume that they never will. For the developed simulation model, cavitation effects 

are omitted but cavitation control is implemented. If the user of the simulation program 

finds that the analyzed craft is experiencing too high risk of cavitation, the concept 

design will have to change. 

 

The velocity where there is a large risk for cavitation is derived fromEq.6-2: 

𝑈𝐶𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = √
2 𝑝𝑣 − 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑚 − 𝜌𝑔𝑧 

−0.5𝜌
 6-5 
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7. Simulink 

For this thesis work MATLAB 2014b was used together with Simulink (1). Simulink 

offers the user an advanced platform that allows freely self-designed simulations. 

Simulink uses a block diagram environment for multi-domain simulation and model 

based design (1). Through Simulink it will also be possible to generate a 3D 

environment to visualize the simulation. This is not the most crucial point of the thesis, 

but it makes it easier for the user to understand the results of the simulation. Together 

with a GUI developed in MATLAB the user can easily operate the simulation. Figure 18 

below shows a Simulink work environment. Also see the Appendix for a full scale 

picture. 

 

Figure 18. Overview of “Main Simulation Block” from Hydrofoilcraft_V11 05/06/2015 
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Figure 19. “Main Simulation Block” of Hydrofoilcraft_V11 05/06/2015 
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Figure 20. “Main Simulation Block” of Hydrofoilcraft_V11 05/06/2015 
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Figure 21. “Main Simulation Block” of Hydrofoilcraft_V11 05/06/2015 
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As seen above, the forces and moments acting on the hydrofoil equipped craft can be 

calculated in separate modules, thus allowing simple adjustment of content if so desired. 

The whole system is represented by several modules which all can be altered or 

replaced.  

 

7.1. Simulink Blocks 

Here the Simulink subsystem blocks used in Hydrofoilcraft_V11 will be summarized. 

The top most layer of the simulation program can be seen in Figure 22 below. The top 

layer includes the blocks Simulation Parameters and Main Simulation Block.  

 

 Simulation Parameters 

Determines thrust of propeller and deflection of rudder depending on what test the user 

has specified. See Appendix 6 – ”Simulation Parameters” Block Code. 

 

 Main Simulation Block 

This block contains all the blocks relevant to the simulation calculations. See the below 

points. 

 

 Forces 

Calculates local forces and moments. See Appendix 2 – ”Forces” Block Code. 

 

 Local 

This block receives the calculated forces and moments from ”Forces” and determines the 

accelerations for the 6 degrees of freedom. See Appendix 3 – ”local” Block Code. 

 

 Euler 

This block receives the 3 rotational velocities 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑟 and translates them into rotational 

velocities ϕ̇, θ̇, Ψ̇ for use in the global coordinate system. See Appendix 4 – ”Euler” 

Block Code. 

 

 Global 

The ”Global” block receives local velocities u, v, w and translates them into the global 

velocities 𝑥0̇, 𝑦0,̇ 𝑧0̇. See Appendix 5 – ”Global” Block Code. 
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Figure 22. Top most layer of Hydrofoilcraft_V11.slx. 

 

In Figure 22 above, the top most layer of Hydrofoilcraft_V11.slx is shown. In this layer 

both “Simulation Parameters” and “Main Simulation Block” are visible. When the user 

enters the “Main Simulation Block” they reach to what is shown in Figure 18. To the 

further most right hand side, the animation blocks can be observed. The preferred 

animation block “MATLAB Animation” is what enables the user to see a 3D 

environment which visualizes the simulation. In the 3D environment the user can then 

use their own 3D model to represent their analyzed craft if so desired. See Appendix 7 – 

“HydroGUI” User Manual for details on how to operate the simulation program 

HydroGUI..  

 

7.2. Simulink Simulation Outputs 

The simulation model Hydrofoilcraft_V11.slx return a high amount of data to the 

MATLAB workspace. Below in Table 3 the data will be summarized: 

 

Table 3. Simulink to MATLAB data flow. 

Variabe Name Description 

x0 y0 z0 Location of the craft in global system 𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧0 [m] 

phi, theta, psi  Euler rotations in global system ϕ, θ,Ψ [rad] 

𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤 [m/s] 

𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑟 [rad/s] 

Euler ut Vector containing Euler angles [rad] 
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Vel city Horizontal Velocity [m/s] 

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 Thrust [N] 

𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 Rudder deflection angle [deg] 

𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 Vector with drag coefficients [-] 

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠 Vector containing forces and moments [N or Nm] 

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠_𝐿𝑜𝑐 Vector containing lever arms [m] 

𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 Vector containing added masses [kg or kgm2] 

𝑋𝑌𝑍𝐿𝑀𝑁 Vector containing local forces [N or Nm] 

𝑝𝑖_𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 ϕ [deg] 

𝑡𝑒𝑡𝑎_𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 Θ [deg] 

𝑡𝑒𝑡𝑎_𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 Ψ [deg] 
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8. Results 

8.1. Summary 

A simulation model was successfully developed, and its current name 

is; ”Hydrofoilcraft_V11,slx” (05/06/2015). The simulation model can give the user 

several graphs depending on what the user desires. Below is a summary list of the 

time-dependent direct outputs of the MATLAB code; 

 

 𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧0, 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤, ϕ, θ,Ψ, �̇�, �̇�, �̇�. 

 3D Trajectory. 

 Horizontal velocity (x,y plane). 

 Lifting forces (Hydrodynamic). 

 Buoyancy forces. 

 Rudder forces. 

 Drag forces. 

 Rudder drag coefficients. 

 Hydrofoil drag coefficients. 

 Hull drag coefficients. 

 Lever arms. 

 Local forces and moments (X,Y,Z,L,M,N). 

 Hull righting moment. 

 Rudder angle Delta & Propeller thrust (These are 2 unrelated values that might 

vary during the simulation depending on the type of test chosen by the user). 

 

During calculation after running the simulation, a SIMULINK window will open to 

show the user the craft moving in 3D. The user can use their own 3D models if so 

desired, otherwise they can either use the default MATLAB model (Airplane) or they 

can view a 3D rendering of KTH 2014 Solar Boat “Hefring”. See Figure 23 below. 
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Figure 23. MATLAB Animation block, visualizing the trajectory of KTH 2014 Solar Boat “Hefring”. 

 

In addition to the above mentioned graphs, the MATLAB code also prints important 

information in the main MATLAB command window terminal. The information can 

inform the user about how the test went. See Figure 24, Figure 25 below 

 

 

Figure 24. Successful test printout. 

 

 

Figure 25. Unsuccessful test printout. 

 

The user has full control of the dimensions and placing of hydrofoils and rudder. 
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Figure 26. General placement overview, xz plane. 

 

 

Figure 27. General placement overview, xy plane. 
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Figure 28. General placement overview, yz plane. 

 

8.2. Waves 

To analyze how waves affect the dynamics of the craft, different wave patterns can be 

considered. A major simplification has been done regarding waves in this thesis, they 

are non-moving static waves. This means that the considered wave speeds only can be 

slow moving in relation to the craft. If the waves were to move in real time the 

calculations and simulation would take considerably more time. For simplicity, regular 

non-dynamic sinus waves are considered. The goal of analyzing such simple waves is to 

add a source of disturbances to the craft. A flat sea could be seen as a too simple 

environment and not give enough information about craft stability during simulation. 

See Figure 29 and Figure 30 below for examples of wave patterns. 
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Figure 29. Regular waves 0 degrees 

 

Figure 30. Regular waves 300 degrees. 
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8.3. Simulation of KTH 2014 Solar Boat ”Hefring” 

To show the results of thesis work, the simulation model will be tested with the inputs 

of an existing craft. The craft is called KTH 2014 Solar Boat “Hefring” , and is a small 

light craft made out of composite materials. Hefring implements V-foils and has been 

proven to be able to foil, and remain foiling while both holding straight course and 

taking sharp turns. The craft properties used in the simulation can be seen below. 

 

Figure 31. craft properties for Test of simulation. 

 

In the following figures, the result of 3 simulations will be presented;  
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 Straight course test 

 Straight course with waves test 

 Circling test. 

 

 

8.3.1. Straight Course Test 

To verify the simulation model it was first deemed suitable to test how the craft would 

behave navigating straight forward. As seen in Figure 32 below, the craft remains on a 

straight course throughout the test. It is also possible to see how the craft elevates up 

from the water as the test progresses, see 𝑧0 𝑡  plot in Figure 32. This can also be 

proven by how the hull drag completely disappears when the craft is foiling, see Figure 

38. As suspected the craft pitches upwards when accelerating and after roughly 5 

seconds regains a very neutral pitch, see   𝑡  plot in Figure 32 below. 

 

Figure 32. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, general positioning.  

 

Several points can be confirmed from Figure 32 above. The craft goes in a straight line 

and does not gain any velocity in y direction, see v(t). The craft also reaches a top speed 
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at around 2.7 m/s at an elevation of 0.3 m, this proves that the craft could reach foiling 

condition, (see u(t) & 𝑧0 𝑡  ). Due to the sudden acceleration the craft also pitches 

upwards as anticipated in the beginning of the test, see   𝑡 . This verifies that the 

propeller forces that are acting quite low on the craft causes a strong pitching moment 

on the craft. 

 

 

Figure 33. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, 3D trajectory xz plane. 

 

Figure 33 displays the trajectory of the craft’s centre of gravity during the test. It is here 

possible to see that the craft elevates out from sea level and reaches a stable foiling 

height. 
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Figure 34. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, horizontal velocity.  

 

The horizontal velocity reaches a stable value as expected, see Figure 34 above. In this 

test the resulting foiling speed was 2.7 m/s. 
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Figure 35. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, lifting forces.  

 

In case the lifting forces need to be analyzed, the plot displayed in Figure 35 can be 

investigated. Only one force is generally supposed to be negative, and that is the force in 

y direction acting on the starboard hydrofoil. This force acts in negative y direction 

while the force on the opposite foil on port side acts in positive y direction. Both 

hydrofoil forces acting in z direction are positive as hoped. It is also observed that the 

pitch stabilizing fin generates positive lift force, thus contributing to the total lift of the 

craft. 
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Figure 36. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, buoyancy forces.  

 

To identify whether the craft is foiling or not, it is easiest to check the buoyancy force of 

the hull. As seen above in Figure 36, the buoyancy force of the hull reduces to 0 after 

roughly 1.7 seconds. This indicates that the hull was no longer in contact with the water 

and that the craft achieved foiling condition. The rudder and hydrofoils created 

buoyancy forces throughout the test, however the forces were slightly reduced due to the 

elevation of the craft resulting in less volume under sea level. 
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Figure 37. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, rudder forces.  

 

As the craft was sailing straight, there was no sideward force YR acting on the rudder, 

see Figure 37 above. As anticipated, the drag force in x direction XR behaves in the 

same pattern as the forward velocity of the craft (Figure 34). 
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Figure 38. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, drag forces.  

 

Another way to identify whether the craft is foiling or not, is to look at the resulting hull 

drag. As seen above in the Hull Drag panel of Figure 38, all hull drag components reach 

0 at 1.7 seconds. This further verifies that the craft reaches foiling condition.  
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Figure 39. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, rudder drag coefficients.  

 

The largest drag components of the rudder drag was the spray drag, see CDSR in Figure 

39 above. 
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Figure 40. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, hydrofoil drag coefficients. 

 

The drag coefficients related to induced drag of the hydrofoils CDifoil, were the largest 

contributing components in drag of the hydrofoils, see Figure 40 above. 
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Figure 41. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, hull drag coefficients. 

 

If it is necessary for the user to analyze the drag of the hull, the plots presented in 

Figure 41 above can help the user understand the drag forces acting on the hull. 
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Figure 42. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, lever arms. 

 

It is crucial that the lever arms adjust correctly during the simulation. Above in Figure 

42 it is proven that the levers arms change during operation. It is seen that the lever 

arms for the hydrofoils in z direction extend as the craft elevates higher above sea level. 

It is also seen that the hydrofoil lever arms in y direction shrink as the craft elevates. 

This is was an expected behavior and proves that the craft inherits a tendency to 

become less stable in roll while foiling. 
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Figure 43. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, local forces and moments. 

 

The local forces and moments acting on the craft that can be seen above in Figure 43, 

can verify that there was only pitching moment acting on the craft. The total force 

acting on the craft in x and z direction, X and Z respectively both oscillate down to 0 as 

suspected during stable foiling condition. 
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Figure 44. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, hull righting moment.  

 

Figure 44 above also shows that the craft foils at around 1.7 seconds into the test due to 

the hull righting moments becoming 0. 
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Figure 45. Simulation of hydrofoil craft, rudder angle delta & thrust.  

 

Though the rudder angle and thrust are unrelated, they are specified by the user and 

Figure 45 displays how they are changing during the simulation. In this test the rudder 

angle and propeller thrust were kept constant during the duration of the test. 

 

8.3.2. Straight Course Wave Test 

To verify the simulation model of cases where it is experiencing a source of instability, a 

test with waves was performed. Again the craft navigated only in a straight line 

forwards. As seen in Figure 46 below, the craft still remains on a straight course 

throughout the test. As suspected, the elevation of the craft oscillates with the wave 

pattern, see 𝑧0 𝑡  in Figure 46. The pitch of the craft does not totally stabilize and also 

oscillates with the wave pattern, see   𝑡  in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46. Simulation with waves, general positioning.  

 

Differently from the previous test, there were now waves present disturbing the path of 

the craft. As suspected the elevation of the craft oscillates with the wave pattern (Figure 

46). The pitch of the craft and also the velocity oscillates with the wave pattern. 

 

 

Figure 47. Simulation with waves, 3D trajectory xz plane  

 

Again it is shown that the elevation of the craft follows the wave pattern, see Figure 47 

above. 
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Figure 48. Simulation with waves, 3D trajectory.  

 

 

Figure 49. Simulation with waves, 3D trajectory.  
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Figure 50. Simulation with waves, horizontal velocity.  

 

As mentioned earlier, the velocity of the craft oscillates with the waves as seen in Figure 

50 above. This is caused by the fact that the drag resistance increases when the craft 

plunges down after traversing a wave top. 
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Figure 51. Simulation with waves, lifting forces.  

 

There are 2 kinds of oscillation observed in this test. First there is the lower frequency 

oscillation that is caused by the wave pattern. Secondly there is a high frequency 

oscillation mixed into the first oscillation. This high frequency oscillation is thought to 

be caused by the step length of the simulation. Lowering the step length of the 

simulation would decrease this high frequency oscillation at the cost of longer 

computing time. 
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Figure 52. Simulation with waves, buoyancy forces.  

 

Again, to identify whether the craft is foiling or not, it is easiest to check the buoyancy 

force of the hull. As seen above in Figure 52, the buoyancy force disappears several 

times before finally disappearing. This indicates that the hull was lifting in and out of 

contact with the water surface while the craft was accelerating, almost as if it was 

bouncing on the water surface. The rudder and hydrofoils created buoyancy forces 

throughout the test, however the forces oscillated with the wave pattern. 
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Figure 53. Simulation with waves, rudder forces.  

 

The rudder force XR as seen above in Figure 53 depend on the immersion and the 

velocity of the craft. It is believed that the force in x direction XR oscillates extra 

because of the oscillation of velocity and water immersion caused by the wave pattern. 

In this test XR oscillates roughly around 12N, where XR is the drag force in x direction. 

It is important to note that there is still drag force acting on the rudder even though the 

rudder angle is 0 as long as the rudder is submerged in water. 
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Figure 54. Simulation with waves, drag forces.  

 

As suspected the drag forces also oscillate in accordance to the wave pattern, see Figure 

54 above. The hull drag also reaches 0 proving again that the craft reached foiling 

condition. 
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Figure 55. Simulation with waves, rudder drag coefficients.  
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Figure 56. Simulation with waves, hydrofoil drag coefficients. 
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Figure 57. Simulation with waves, hull drag coefficients. 
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Figure 58. Simulation with waves, lever arms. 
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Figure 59. Simulation with waves, local forces and moments 

 

In this simulation test the local forces X and Z do not reach a stable value of 0, but 

rather oscillate with the wave pattern, see Figure 59 above. That the total force X 

oscillates indicates that the velocity of the craft will also oscillate as it does proven by 

Figure 50. 
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Figure 60. Simulation with waves, hull righting moment.  
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Figure 61. Simulation with waves, rudder angle delta & thrust.  

 

8.3.3. Circling Test 

To verify the simulation of turning crafts, a circling test was performed. Instead of 

navigating only in a straight line, the crafts rudder and propeller were locked at an 

angle of 10 degrees. As seen in Figure 62 below, the craft rotates throughout the test. 

The elevation of the craft stabilizes in foiling condition which shows that the craft can 

foil and at the same time turn, see 𝑧0 𝑡  in Figure 62. The pitch of the craft stabilizes 

even during the turning, see   𝑡  in Figure 62. 
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Figure 62. Simulation of circling motion, general positioning.  

 

 

Figure 63. Simulation of circling motion, 3D trajectory xz plane.  
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Figure 64. Simulation of circling motion, 3D trajectory xy plane.  

 

In Figure 64 it can be ascertained that the craft actually turns by observing the 

trajectory of its centre of gravity. The direction of the trajectory corresponds well with 

yaw angle 𝜑 𝑡  plotted in Figure 62. 
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Figure 65. Simulation of circling motion, horizontal velocity.  

 

The speed of the craft while turning stabilized at roughly 2.3 m/s, see Figure 65 above. 

This was slower that for the test of straight sailing which achieved a foiling speed of 2.7 

m/s. This was to be expected as there are more drag forces acting on the craft while it 

has turned its rudder as can be seen below in Figure 68. 
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Figure 66. Simulation of circling motion, lifting forces.  

 

Since the craft is turning the forces on the hydrofoils will differ in y direction depending 

if the hydrofoil is on port or starboard side. This effect can be observed in Figure 66 

above. The cause of this are 2 main reasons, firstly the speeds of the hydrofoils are 

different because the craft is simultaneously rotating. Secondly, the emersions of the 

hydrofoils differ because of the craft experiencing roughly -5 degree roll as seen in 

Figure 62. 
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Figure 67. Simulation of circling motion, buoyancy forces.  

 

Since the craft is rolling slightly it is clear the buoyancy forces of the hydrofoils will 

differ. This can be observed above in Figure 67. The buoyancy is larger for the port 

hydrofoil since it has a deeper emersion in the water. As previously noted, the lack of 

hull buoyancy force here as well proves the craft achieved foiling condition. 
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Figure 68. Simulation of circling motion, rudder forces.  

 

As the craft is rotating in this test there will be a resulting sideways force on the rudder. 

This is displayed above in Figure 68. YR was proven to be negative during the test 

which indicates that the rudder slows down the rotation of the craft. 
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Figure 69. Simulation of circling motion, drag forces.  
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Figure 70. Simulation of circling motion, rudder drag coefficients.  
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Figure 71. Simulation of circling motion, hydrofoil drag coefficients. 
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Figure 72. Simulation of circling motion, hull drag coefficients. 
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Figure 73. Simulation of circling motion, lever arms. 

 

As the craft is slightly in roll during the turn, it can be expected that the lever arms for 

the 2 hydrofoils will be different. This can be observed above in Figure 73. For example, 

the lever arm in z direction on the port hydrofoil becomes the smallest since the port 

side is has a deeper emergence while experiencing negative roll. 
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Figure 74. Simulation of circling motion, local forces and moments 

 

While rotating, the local forces and moments are not as stable as in the previous tests. 

Figure 74 above shows that Y is constantly negative proving that there is constant force 

acting sideways on the craft while it is turning. 
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Figure 75. Simulation of circling motion, hull righting moment.  
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Figure 76. Simulation of circling motion, rudder angle delta & thrust.  

 

 

8.4. Validation 

8.4.1. Comparison with Hefring 

Through comparison with real life craft, the simulation model will be verified for 

correctness. Since the simulation tests have been performed with parameters of the 

KTH 2014 Solar Boat “Hefring”, experiments performed with the real craft and their 

data will be used to compare against the simulation. 
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Figure 77. Testing of Hefring 06/12/2014.  

 

During the fall of 2014, student of KTH made real life testing of their hydrofoil craft. 

The measured statistics that are now of relevance were: heading(yaw), roll, pitch and 

speed. During the test the boat’s autonomous navigation system made the craft turn 

slightly towards port during the whole test. The examined part of the test lasted for 274 

seconds with an average of 4.84 data points per second. The craft travelled roughly 

520m with an average speed of 3m/s during this time. 

 

It was estimated that the craft had an applied thrust of 47N during the testing. For the 

simulation, the start speed and start heading was made to coincide with the test results 

upon initiation. It should be said that the telemetry during the tests could be quite 

sporadic leading to not so clean data. An appropriate rudder angle was chosen to allow 

the simulation to fit with the test data. A rudder angle of 0.1 degree was chosen. Since 

the rudder angle is chosen to fit the data, it is more important to look at the resulting 

speed and pitch when verifying the accuracy of the simulation. 
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Figure 78. Heading of Hefring 06/12/2014.  
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Figure 79. Roll of Hefring 06/12/2014.  
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Figure 80. Pitch of Hefring 06/12/2014.  
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Figure 81. Speed of Hefring 06/12/2014.  

 

It is believed that due to the mounting of the measurement devices there were some 

static errors during the whole experiment. This can be seen in Figure 79 and Figure 80, 

where the average values should coincide. For example the roll angle should be centered 

around 0, but due to mounting it was roughly -2 degrees. 

 

It can be observed that the simulated speed of the craft coincided very well with the 

experimental data. 
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9. Application 

9.1. Solar Boat Rudder Design, Concept Evaluation.  

During the collaboration between University of Tokyo and KTH several solar powered 

hydrofoil craft have been designed and manufactured. During the testing and racing of 

the craft developed for a competition in August 2014, a severe design flaw was 

discovered. The craft had very little control in yaw, which was determined as a cause of 

the rudder design. Originally the design was to have a propeller that was fixed in 

relation to the hull of the craft, together with a flap on the rudder for control in yaw. A 

later iteration of the solar powered craft KTH 2014 Solar Boat “Hefring” implemented a 

propeller pod that was fixed to the rotating rudder strut.  

 

Two simulation tests were done to evaluate the difference between these two design 

solutions for the rudder. Craft properties of KTH 2014 Solar Boat “Hefring” were used 

as reference. The thrust of the propeller was set to 44N, and the rudder deflection angle 

was set to 10 degrees in both tests. See below for the results of these comparative tests. 

 

 

Figure 82. Comparison of roll angle.  
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It is seen that the craft experiences a stronger excitation in roll for rudder fixed 

propeller (Figure 82), which could be undesired for some ship designers. There are also 

observable differences in the oscillation between the two designs. This difference in 

oscillation is thought to be caused by the fact that the craft are turning at different 

speeds for the different design, resulting in differences in the magnitude of the acting 

forces. 

 

Figure 83. Comparison of turning capability (Yaw).  
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Figure 84. Horizontal speed comparison.  

 

As seen in Figure 83 the craft turns faster if the propeller is fixed to the turning rudder. 

The speed during the turn will also be reduced by having the propeller fixed to the 

turning rudder (Figure 84). 
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10. Conclusions & Discusssion 

To conclude the work done in this thesis work, several things are to be said. The 

simulation model has proven to give valuable and structured results that the user can 

easily interpret. The simulation is performed using fixed-step ODE3 integration with a 

step length of 0.01. This step length proved to be fast and to give stable computations. 

The numerical analysis is performed quickly and allows the user to swiftly try out 

different craft properties during the evaluation process in the design stage of naval 

architecting of relevant craft. The author has shown knowledge of the disciplinary 

foundation of the relevant subject area, effective practice, advanced method knowledge 

and advanced understanding in current research and development. The ability to 

search, collect and integrate knowledge critically and systematically with an overall 

view of the subject has been demonstrated. Furthermore, the skill required to 

participate in research and development projects, or to work independently in similar 

qualified activities has been shown. 

 

The thesis work was planned in an accurate and timely fashion from the start of the 

thesis work. It was proven that qualified assignments were carried out with adequate 

methods within given time frames which made it possible to evaluate the completed 

work in a timely fashion. 

 

In this thesis only V-foils were analyzed, further development of the simulation model 

can make sure the user has the option to either implement T-foil or V-foils. The 

developed GUI and accompanying program is more suited now for the user who knows 

they want to implement V-foils on their craft.  

 

The hydrofoils were always assumed to be non-flexible and rigid in this thesis, this 

could affect the dynamics a great deal, as it is common for V-foils to bend quite a lot. 

Having the simulation allowing deflections in the hydrofoils would generally mean that 

lifting forces in z direction would increase since the dihedral angle diminishes.   

 

Structure holding the V-foils in place can be very obstructive to water flow around the 

craft. It is seen in some craft property cases in testing that the craft reaches depths that 

would submerge the structure below water. This would of course mean that the 

structure would create drag forces, but in this thesis work such forces were never 

implemented. 
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Additional forces can always be added for increased accuracy of the simulation model. It 

is important to note that not all potential forces acting on the craft have been analyzed 

in this thesis. The forces corresponding to waves are a good example. Waves will impose 

forces in all directions X, Y and Z, and can also be interpreted as creating moments in L, 

M and N.  

 

Waves were never the focus in this thesis, but simple static wave patterns were 

successfully implemented into the simulation program as an option for the user. Since 

these waves are static and non-moving they do not create any dynamic forces and only 

affect the craft by changing local depth of the sea level. Small wave height and long 

wave lengths are recommended since the static waves share a higher resemblance to 

real waves. Modeling waves to graphically visualize takes huge amount of computing 

process time, therefor it is recommended to first simulate testing on a plane sea without 

waves before testing with waves. 

 

Wind or air resistance has not been evaluated in this thesis. For higher speeds the air 

resistance can possibly become larger as the craft elevates out of the water, thus 

increasing the amount of structure out of water. 

 

The simulation has proven to become unstable if given unreasonable input data, such as 

too strong propeller thrust or too long craft geometries. It is therefore important that 

reasonable data be given to make sure the simulation can run. The ability to identify, 

analyze, assess and handle complex phenomena related to the thesis work has been 

demonstrated. 

 

As seen in the comparison of simulation and experimental data (Chapter 8.4), it can be 

concluded that the simulation gives reasonable results, but also that more testing is 

required to prove the accuracy of the simulation.  

 

To round up, a finished simulation model for dynamics of hydrofoil craft using V-foils, 

has been presented. This simulation model HydroGUI has proven to be a fast and 

innovative tool to evaluate V-foil craft. It is hoped that one day HydroGUI will help its 

user with concept evaluating of Hydrofoil equipped craft. 
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11. Future Work 

There are several fields and items that should be further investigated to ensure higher 

accuracy and correctness of the simulation model. Here some areas of interest will be 

discussed. 

 

Flexible Hydrofoils 

Allowing the hydrofoils to bend while under pressure could possible change the 

dynamics of the craft. It is recommended that further investigation into this area be 

done to analyze the effect of deflecting hydrofoils. 

 

Dynamic Stochastic Waves 

In this thesis only regular sinusoidal waves were considered during analysis. Real 

waves are unfortunately not so simple, therefor it is also crucial to understand the effect 

of stochastic waves on the hydrofoil craft. 

 

Propeller Analysis 

During operation of propeller propelled craft, the characteristics of the propeller thrust 

can vary on speed of the craft and on hull flow interference, it is recommended further 

analysis of this area is done. 

 

Exact Hull Geometries  

To further accuracy of the simulation it is also necessary to model the hull better to 

represent the reality a bit closer. One approach that could be taken, is to allow the user 

to upload their hull geometry, and thus allowing the simulation to directly use the hull 

geometry data. 

 

Wind Resistance 

As mentioned earlier, wind resistance should also be considered if higher speeds are of 

interest for the user. 
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12. Appendices 

12.1. Matlab Simulink Code 

12.1.1. Appendix 1 – MATLAB Main Operating Code “Main_Simulation.m” 

%%  Alexander Meldrum Thesis Project 2015 University of Tokyo. 

clc; 

opengl software 

clearvars u v w p q r Thrust Delta Euler phi theta psi... 

    psi_degree theta_degree phi_degree Velocity x0 y0 z0 

set(HydroGUI, 'HandleVisibility', 'off'); 

all_figs = findobj(0, 'type', 'figure'); 

delete(all_figs) 

% close all 

set(HydroGUI, 'HandleVisibility', 'on'); 

close figure 1 

load_system('Hydrofoilcraft_V11') 

open_system('Hydrofoilcraft_V11/MATLAB Animation') 

% save_system('Hydrofoilcraft_V11') 

% close_system('Hydrofoilcraft_V11') 

  

g               = 9.81;                                  % [m/s^2] 

rho             = 1000;                                  % [kg/m^3] water density  

my              = 0.001002;                              % [N s/m2] Dynamic Visc 

Startheight     = -zbottom*0.5;                          % [m] Height of COG over sea level 

negative 

Lambda          = 0;                                     % [Degree] hydrofoils sweep angle 0 - 

straight  

SeperationOn    = 1;                                     % 1 = true. Seperation of flow drag. 

StartRoll       = 0;                                     % [Degree] Roll angle                      % 

%% Moments of Inertia 

if UserInputedMomentsofInertia ==0 

% Craft Inertia  

Ixx             = (0.35*B)^2+2*l_foil*1.38*HydrofitY^2;  % weight linear to length of 

hydrofoil % Ixx = 2.78312;    

Iyy             = m*(0.25*Loa)^2;                        % Iyy             = 5.99669; 

Izz             = Iyy;                                   % Izz             = 1; 

Ixz             = 0;                                     % Ixz             = -1.16532; 
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end 

%% Waves 

if WaveOn == 0 

Waveheight      = 0;                                     % [m] Sea level to wave top 

Wavelength      = 10;                                    % [m] sinus wave length !!0 will give 

error!! 

Wavedirection   = 0;                                     % [deg] Wave direction 0 deg - ship into 

waves 

Meshsize        = 25;                                    % [m] size mesh square   

Gridsize        = 600;                                   % [m] size of wavemap    

end 

[X,x,Y,Z] = Waves(Waveheight,Wavelength,Wavedirection,Meshsize,Gridsize); 

  

%% BACKUP FOR GUI 

  

% WaveOn          = 0;                                     % 1 = true 

% SimpleAnimation = 0;                                     % 1 = true 

% AdvancAnimation = 1;                                     % 1 = true 

% SeperationOn    = 1;                                     % 1 = true. Seperation of flow drag. 

% Simulation_time = 25;                                    % [s] 

% MaxDelta        = 10;                                     % [Degree] Ruddder angle 

% MaxThrust       = 44;                                    % [N] Resulting Propeller Thrust  

% Startspeed      = 0;                                     % [m/s] u direction 

% StartRoll       = 0;                                     % [Degree] Roll angle 

% TurnTest        = 0;                                     % 1 = true, Simulation time of over 20 

sec recommended 

% CircleTest      = 1;                                     % 1 = true. Max Speed and Turn All the 

time 

% ZigZagTest      = 0;                                     % 1 = true     

%% Craft Specifics, V foil configuration 

  

% m               = 14.7;                                  % [kg] Total weight of craft 

% Loa             = 2.35;                                  % [m] Total lenght of craft x dir 

% B               = 0.2;                                   % [m] Width/Beam of boat  

% % CB              = 0.2;                                   % [-] Block coefficiant  

% zbottom         = 0.1;                                   % [m] centre of hull to bottom of hull. 
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Ellipsoid c, Height of hull 2*zbottom 

% Hullz           = 0;%-0.2;                                  % [m] Hull centre in relation to COG 

%  

% Hydrodihedral   = 35;                                    % [Degree] hydrofoils diheral angle 

around x axis  

% Lambda          = 0;                                     % [Degree] hydrofoils sweep angle 0 - 

straight  

% HydroAoT        = 5;                                     % [Degree] hydrofoils Angle of Attack 

angle around y axis  

% HydrofitX       = 0.08;                                   % [m] hydrofoil fitting with craft from 

y axis 

% HydrofitY       = 1;                                     % [m] hydrofoil fitting with craft from 

x axis 

% HydrofitZ       = 0;                                     % [m] hydrofoil fitting with craft from 

xy plane 

% l_foil          = 1;                                     % [m] Total length of 1 hydrofoil 

% c_max           = 0.10;                                  % [m] Maximum cord of hydrofoil 

% c_min           = 0.06;                                  % [m] Minimum cord of hydrofoil 

% t_foil          = 0.02;                                  % [m] Average thickness of hydrofoil 

%  

% FinfitX         = -1.5;                                    % [m] Fin fitting with craft 

% FinfitZ         = 0.8;                                     % [m] Fin fitting with craft 

% FinAoA          = 2.5;                                     % [Degree] Pitchstabilizing Angle of 

Attack angle around y axis            

% c_fin           = 0.05;                                  % [m] Average cord of Fin 

% l_fin           = 0.3;                                   % [m] Total length of fin 

%  

% RudderfitX      = -1;                                    % [m] Rudder fitting with craft from y 

axis, NEGATIV 

% l_rudder        = 1;                                     % [m] Rudder total length y dir. 

% c_rudder        = 0.1;                                   % [m] Rudder total width/cord  x dir. 

% t_rudder        = 0.02;                                  % [m] Rudder Average thickness y dir. 

%  

% PropfitX        = -1.5; 

% PropfitZ        = 1; 
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%% Simulation Parameters 

% % Waves 

% if WaveOn == 1 

% Waveheight      = 0.25;                                  % [m] Sea level to wave top 

% Wavelength      = 10;                                    % [m] sinus wave length 

% Wavedirection   = 0;                                     % [deg] Wave direction 0 deg - ship into 

waves 

% Meshsize        = 0.4;                                   % [m] size mesh square   

% Gridsize        = 100;                                   % [m] size of wavemap 

% else 

%% END OF BACKUP 

  

%% RUN CODE 

clc; 

disp(['Calculating...']) 

sim('Hydrofoilcraft_V11.slx',Simulation_time);  

  

  

xmin = min(x0); xmax = max(x0); 

ymin = min(y0); ymax = max(y0); 

zmin = min(z0); zmax = max(z0); 

Umax = max(Velocity);                                               % [m/s] 

  

%% STOP SIMULATION PRINT 

if max(tout)<Simulation_time  

  disp(['The craft crashed after ' num2str(max(tout)) ' seconds']); 

  if max(abs(phi_degree))>90 

   disp(['The craft rolled over']) 

  elseif min(theta_degree)<90 

   disp(['The craft pitched too far down'])  

  else 

   disp(['The craft pitched too far up'])    

  end 

else 

disp(['The simulation ended after ' num2str(max(tout)) ' seconds'])    

end   
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disp(['The craft reached a maximum speed of  ' num2str(Umax) ' m/s  or ' num2str(Umax*1.94384) 

' knots' ]) 

  

  

  

%% Plots  

if x0y0z0 ==1 

figure(3) 

% x0(t) 

subplot(4,3,1) 

plot(tout,x0) 

grid on; title('x0'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[m]') 

% y0(t) 

subplot(4,3,2) 

plot(tout,y0) 

grid on;title('y0'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[m]'); set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 

% z0(t) 

subplot(4,3,3) 

plot(tout,z0) 

grid on;title('z0'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[m]'); set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 

% u(t) 

subplot(4,3,4) 

plot(tout,u) 

grid on; title('u'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[m/s]') 

% v(t)  

subplot(4,3,5) 

plot(tout,v) 

grid on; title('v'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[m/s]'); set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 

% w(t)  

subplot(4,3,6) 

plot(tout,w) 

grid on; title('w'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[m/s]'); set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 

% Roll Phi(t) 

subplot(4,3,7) 

plot(tout,phi_degree); set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 
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grid on; title('Roll ¥phi   > 0 Right'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[¥circ]') 

% Pitch Theta(t)  

subplot(4,3,8) 

plot(tout,theta_degree) 

grid on; title('Pitch ¥theta   > 0 Upwards'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[¥circ]') 

% Yaw Psi(t)  

subplot(4,3,9) 

plot(tout,psi_degree) 

grid on; title('Yaw ¥psi   > 0 Turn Right'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[¥circ]'); 

set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 

subplot(4,3,10) 

plot(tout,p); set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 

grid on; title('p   > 0 Right'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[Rad/s]') 

subplot(4,3,11) 

plot(tout,q) 

grid on; title('q   > 0 Upwards'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[Rad/s]') 

subplot(4,3,12) 

plot(tout,r) 

grid on; title('r   > 0 Turn Right'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[Rad/s]'); 

set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 

end; if ThreeDTrajectory ==1 

% 3d Plot Trajectory 

figure(4);  

plot3(x0,y0,z0,'ro-')                                

title('Global System Trajectory'); xlabel('x0 [m]'); ylabel('y0 [m]'); 

zlabel('z0 [m]');hold on; 

mesh(X,Y,Z);                                                % Plot waves  

% colorbar;                                                 % uncomment for colar bar 

set(gca, 'YDir', 'reverse');set(gca, 'ZDir', 'reverse');    % y0 Portside ,z0 downward    

colormap(flipud(winter))                                    % Inverted color theme blue/green 

axis equal;view(0,0);grid on; %grid minor; 

axis([-Gridsize Gridsize -Gridsize Gridsize zmin-1 zmax+1]) 

  

end; if HorizontalVelocity ==1 

% Horizontal Speed 

figure(5);  
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plot(tout,Velocity); grid on; 

title('Horizontal Velocity [m/s]'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[m/s]');% 

legend('sqrt(u^2+v^2)') 

%% FORCE PLOTS 

end; if LiftingForces ==1 

% Lift Forces 

figure(6);  

plot(tout,Forces(:,1),tout,Forces(:,2),tout,Forces(:,3),tout,Forces(:,4),tout,Forces(:,5

)) 

grid on; title('Lifting Force'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[N]') 

legend('Starboard Hydrofoil y','Starboard Hydrofoil z','Port Hydrofoil y','Port Hydrofoil 

z','Pitch Stabilizing fin z') 

end; if BuoyancyForces ==1 

% Buoyancy Forces 

figure(7);  

plot(tout,Forces(:,8),tout,Forces(:,9),tout,Forces(:,10),tout,Forces(:,11)) 

grid on; title('Buoyancy Force'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[N]') 

legend('Hull','Starboard Hydrofoil','Port Hydrofoil','Rudder') 

end; if RudderForces ==1 

% Rudder Forces 

figure(8);  

plot(tout,Forces(:,6),tout,Forces(:,7)) 

grid on; title('Rudder Forces'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[N]') 

legend('XR','YR') 

end; if DragForces ==1 

% Drag Forces 

figure(9);  

subplot(3,1,1) 

plot(tout,Forces(:,12),tout,Forces(:,14),tout,Forces(:,13),tout,Forces(:,15),tout,Forces

(:,28),tout,Forces(:,29)) 

grid on;title('Hydrofoil Drag'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[N]'); 

legend('Starboard drag x','Port drag x','Starboard drag z','Port drag z','Starboard drag 

y','Port drag y') 

subplot(3,1,2) 

plot(tout,Forces(:,16),tout,Forces(:,17)) 

grid on;title('Pitch Stabilizing Fin Drag'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[N]'); 
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legend('x','z') 

subplot(3,1,3); 

plot(tout,Forces(:,18),tout,Forces(:,19),tout,Forces(:,20)) 

grid on;title('Hull Drag'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[N]'); 

legend('x','y','z') 

end; if RudderDragCoefficients ==1 

% Rudder Drag Components 

figure(10);  

plot(tout,DragComponents(:,1),tout,DragComponents(:,2),tout,DragComponents(:,3),tout,Dra

gComponents(:,4)) 

grid on; title('Rudder Drag Coefficient'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[-]') 

legend('CDPR','CDWR','CDSR','Total CDR') 

end; if HydrofoilDragCoefficients ==1 

% Hydrofoil Drag Components 

figure(11); subplot(1,2,1) 

plot(tout,DragComponents(:,5),tout,DragComponents(:,6),tout,DragComponents(:,7),tout,Dra

gComponents(:,8),tout,DragComponents(:,9),tout,DragComponents(:,10)) 

grid on; title('Starboard Hydrofoil Drag Coefficient'); xlabel('Time [s]'); 

ylabel('[-]'); %axis([0 max(tout) 0 1]); 

legend('CDPfoilstar','CDifoilstar','CDWfoilstar','CDSfoilstar','CDsepfoilstar','Total 

CDfoilstar') 

subplot(1,2,2) 

plot(tout,DragComponents(:,11),tout,DragComponents(:,12),tout,DragComponents(:,13),tout,

DragComponents(:,14),tout,DragComponents(:,15),tout,DragComponents(:,16)) 

grid on; title('Port Hydrofoil Drag Coefficient'); xlabel('Time [s]'); 

ylabel('[-]'); %axis([0 max(tout) 0 1]); 

legend('CDPfoilport','CDifoilport','CDWfoilport','CDSfoilport','CDsepfoilport','Total 

CDfoilport') 

end; if HullDragCoefficients ==1 

% Hull Drag Components 

figure(12); subplot(3,1,1) 

plot(tout,DragComponents(:,17),tout,DragComponents(:,20),tout,DragComponents(:,23)) 

grid on; title('Hull Drag x Coefficient'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[-]');%axis([0 

max(tout) 0 1]); 

legend('CDPHullx','CDWHullx','Total CDHullx') 

subplot(3,1,2) 
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plot(tout,DragComponents(:,18),tout,DragComponents(:,21),tout,DragComponents(:,24)) 

grid on; title('Hull Drag y Coefficient'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[-]');%axis([0 

max(tout) 0 1]); 

legend('CDPHully','CDWHully','Total CDHully') 

subplot(3,1,3) 

plot(tout,DragComponents(:,19),tout,DragComponents(:,22),tout,DragComponents(:,25)) 

grid on; title('Hull Drag z Coefficient'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[-]');%axis([0 

max(tout) 0 1]); 

legend('CDPHullz','CDWHullz','Total CDHullz') 

end; if LeverArms ==1 

% Lever arms 

figure(13); subplot(2,1,1) 

plot(tout,ForcesLoc(:,2),tout,ForcesLoc(:,3),tout,ForcesLoc(:,4),tout,ForcesLoc(:,5)) 

grid on; title('Hydrofoil Lever Arms'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[m]');%axis([0 max(tout) 

0 1]); 

legend('Starboard y','Starboard z','Port y','Port z') 

subplot(2,1,2) 

plot(tout,ForcesLoc(:,8),tout,ForcesLoc(:,9),tout,ForcesLoc(:,10)) 

grid on; title('Rudder Lever Arms'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[m]');%axis([0 max(tout) 

0 1]); 

legend('x','y','z') 

end; if LocalForcesMoments ==1 

% Forces Moments XYZLMN 

figure(14); subplot(2,3,1) 

plot(tout,XYZLMN(:,1)) 

grid on; title('Forces X'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[N]');legend('X');  

subplot(2,3,2) 

plot(tout,XYZLMN(:,2)) 

grid on; title('Forces Y'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[N]');legend('Y');  

subplot(2,3,3) 

plot(tout,XYZLMN(:,3)) 

grid on; title('Forces Z'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[N]');legend('Z');  

subplot(2,3,4) 

plot(tout,XYZLMN(:,4)) 

grid on; title('Moment L (around x)'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[Nm]');legend('L');  

subplot(2,3,5) 
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plot(tout,XYZLMN(:,5)) 

grid on; title('Moment M (around y)'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[Nm]');legend('M');  

subplot(2,3,6) 

plot(tout,XYZLMN(:,6)) 

grid on; title('Moment N (around z)'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[Nm]');legend('N');  

end; if HullRightingMoment ==1 

% Hull Righting moment My Mx  

figure(15); plot(tout,Forces(:,23),tout,Forces(:,24)); legend('Mx','My');  

grid on; title('Hull Righting Moment [Nm]'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[Nm]'); 

end; if DeltaThrust ==1 

% Delta & Thrust  

figure(16); plot(tout,Thrust,tout,Delta); legend('Thrust','Delta');  

grid on; title('Thrust [N] ,  Rudder Angle Delta [¥circ]'); xlabel('Time [s]'); ylabel('[-]'); 

end 

%% Cavitation check 

  

pv = 3.2E3;                                                     % [Pa] Water vapour pressure 

pa = 101.05E3;                                                  % [Pa] Atmospheric pressure 

Umax  = max(Velocity);                                          % [m/s] maximum foil velocity 

Ul = sqrt(1.5)*Umax;                                            % [m/s] local flow / tangetial foil 

velocity 

% zfoil  = l_foil*tand(Hydrodihedral)+HydrofitZ;%+mean(z0); 

zfoil  = 0; 

% sigma = (pa+zfoil*g*rho-pv+rho/2*(U)^2*(1-(Ul/U)^2))/(0.5*rho*U^2); 

pmin = pa+rho*g*zfoil+rho/2*(Umax)^2*(1-(Ul/Umax)^2); % no less than pv! 

if pmin > 1.5*pv 

    disp('No risk for cavitation') 

else disp('Risk for cavitation!') 

end 

U = sqrt((pv-pa-rho*g*zfoil)*2/(rho*-(0.5))); 

Uknot = U *1.94384; 

disp(['Hydrofoil cavitation at: ' num2str(Uknot) ' knots']) 

 

Waves.m 

function [X,x,Y,Z] = Waves(Waveheight,Wavelength,Wavedirection,Meshsize,Gridsize) 

% Calculates Height of waves. positiv Z down 
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x     = [-Gridsize:Meshsize:Gridsize]; 

y     = [-Gridsize:Meshsize:Gridsize]; 

[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y); 

Wavedirection = Wavedirection*pi/180;   

kx = cos(Wavedirection)*2*pi/Wavelength; 

ky = sin(Wavedirection)*2*pi/Wavelength; 

w  = 0; 

Z = Waveheight*sin(kx*X + ky*Y - w); 

end 
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12.1.2. Appendix 2 – ”Forces” Block Code 

function [DragComponents,Forces,ForcesLoc,AddedMass]= 

fcn(u,v,w,p,q,r,Thrust,X,Y,Z,Meshsize,... 

    Gridsize,Euler,Delta,Position,Loa,B,zbottom,Hullz,rho,my,g,PropfitZ,... 

    

Hydrodihedral,Lambda,HydrofitY,HydrofitX,HydrofitZ,l_foil,c_max,c_min,HydroAoT,t_foil,..

. 

    RudderfitX,l_rudder,c_rudder,t_rudder,... 

    FinfitX,FinfitZ,FinAoA,c_fin,l_fin,PIDPCoefficient,... 

    SeperationOn,PropfitX) 

if u ==0                                                % Anti singularity in Tan functions 

    u=0.01; 

end  

  

%% Extraction 

phi   = Euler(1); 

theta = Euler(2); 

psi   = Euler(3); 

x0    = Position(1); 

y0    = Position(2); 

z0    = Position(3); 

  

Hydrodihedral     = Hydrodihedral*pi/180; 

Hydrodihedralstar = Hydrodihedral+phi; 

Hydrodihedralport = Hydrodihedral-phi; 

%% Find hull Seperation from Water/Waves 

  

% z0round = round((z0/Meshsize))*Meshsize; 

% Seperation from wave to center of hull 

% Seperation = z0 - Z(j,i)+zbottom; 

% zsub = zbottom+z0+Hullz-Zwave;    

% Find position related to waves Z 

  

x0round     = round((x0/Meshsize))*Meshsize; 

y0round     = round((y0/Meshsize))*Meshsize; 

i           = x0round/Meshsize+Gridsize/Meshsize+1; 
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j           = y0round/Meshsize+Gridsize/Meshsize+1; 

Zwave       = Z(j,i);                           

zsub        = z0-Zwave+Hullz;         % distance from hull center to water level   

  

x0round     = round(((x0+HydrofitX)/Meshsize))*Meshsize; 

y0round     = round(((y0+HydrofitY)/Meshsize))*Meshsize; 

i           = x0round/Meshsize+Gridsize/Meshsize+1; 

j           = y0round/Meshsize+Gridsize/Meshsize+1; 

Zwavestar   = Z(j,i); 

  

x0round     = round(((x0+HydrofitX)/Meshsize))*Meshsize; 

y0round     = round(((y0-HydrofitY)/Meshsize))*Meshsize; 

i           = x0round/Meshsize+Gridsize/Meshsize+1; 

j           = y0round/Meshsize+Gridsize/Meshsize+1; 

Zwaveport = Z(j,i); 

   

x0round     = round(((x0+RudderfitX)/Meshsize))*Meshsize; 

y0round     = round((y0/Meshsize))*Meshsize; 

i           = x0round/Meshsize+Gridsize/Meshsize+1; 

j           = y0round/Meshsize+Gridsize/Meshsize+1; 

Zwaverudder = Z(j,i); 

  

%% Rudder 

x_rudder = RudderfitX; 

u_R      = u; 

v_R      = v+r*x_rudder; 

DeltaH   = atan(v_R/(u_R));                                          % Flow Angle Radians 

DeltaEff = Delta*pi/180-DeltaH; 

CL_R     = 2*pi*DeltaEff;                                             % Lift Coefficient 

V_R      = sqrt(u_R^2+v_R^2); 

ReR      = rho*V_R*c_rudder/my; 

FrR      = V_R/sqrt(g*c_rudder); 

A_R      = l_rudder*c_rudder-(-z0+theta*x_rudder+Zwaverudder)*c_rudder; 

A_R      = max(0,min(A_R,l_rudder*c_rudder)); 

  

CDPR     = 0.075/((log10(ReR)-2)^2);                         
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CDWR     = 0.5*CL_R^2/(FrR^2*exp(2/FrR^2)); 

% CDWR=0; 

CDSR     = min(1,CDPR*(7.68-6.4*(t_rudder*cos(phi)/c_rudder))); 

CDR      = CDPR + CDWR + CDSR;                                   % Drag Coefficient 

  

XR       = rho/2*A_R*(u_R^2+v_R^2)*(abs(CL_R*sin(DeltaH))+CDR*cos(DeltaH)); 

YR       = rho/2*A_R*(u_R^2+v_R^2)*(CL_R*cos(DeltaH)+CDR*sin(DeltaH)); 

% YR1       = rho/2*A_R*(u_R^2+v_R^2)*(CL_R*cos(DeltaH)) 

% YR2       = rho/2*A_R*(u_R^2+v_R^2)*(CDR*sin(DeltaH)) 

  

% XR=0; 

% YR=0; 

if u_R<0 XR = -XR; end 

  

lvrudderx = abs(x_rudder); 

lvruddery = c_rudder*tand(Delta)/2;                 % can be negativ ! 

lvrudderz = l_rudder-A_R/(2*c_rudder); 

  

%% Lift 

% Hydrofoils 

Gstar         = cos(Hydrodihedral)*(-z0+Zwavestar-HydrofitZ)/sin(Hydrodihedral); 

l_foilsubstar = l_foil-(-z0+Zwavestar-HydrofitZ)/sin(Hydrodihedral)+... 

    ((HydrofitY-Gstar)*sin(phi)-HydrofitX*sin(theta))/sin(Hydrodihedral-phi); 

l_foilsubstar = max(0,min(l_foilsubstar,l_foil)); 

  

Gport         = cos(Hydrodihedral)*(-z0+Zwaveport-HydrofitZ)/sin(Hydrodihedral); 

l_foilsubport = l_foil-(-z0+Zwaveport-HydrofitZ)/sin(Hydrodihedral)-... 

    ((HydrofitY-Gport)*sin(phi)+HydrofitX*sin(theta))/sin(Hydrodihedral+phi); 

l_foilsubport = max(0,min(l_foilsubport,l_foil)); 

  

% Lever Arms 

lvfoilx       = HydrofitX; 

lvfoilymin    = HydrofitY - l_foil*cos(Hydrodihedral); 

lvfoilymax    = HydrofitY - l_foil*cos(Hydrodihedral)/2; 

lvfoilstary   = 

max(lvfoilymin,min(HydrofitY-Gstar-l_foilsubstar*cos(Hydrodihedral)/2,lvfoilymax)); 
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lvfoilporty   = 

max(lvfoilymin,min(HydrofitY-Gport-l_foilsubport*cos(Hydrodihedral)/2,lvfoilymax)); 

  

lvfoilzmin    = HydrofitZ+l_foil*sin(Hydrodihedral)/2; 

lvfoilzmax    = HydrofitZ+l_foil*sin(Hydrodihedral); 

lvfoilstarz   = 

max(lvfoilzmin,min(-z0+Zwavestar-(HydrofitY-Gstar)*tan(phi)+l_foilsubstar*sin(Hydrodihed

ral)/2,lvfoilzmax)); 

lvfoilportz   = 

max(lvfoilzmin,min(-z0+Zwaveport+(HydrofitY-Gstar)*tan(phi)+l_foilsubstar*sin(Hydrodihed

ral)/2,lvfoilzmax)); 

  

Tr            = atan((c_max-c_min)/l_foil); 

c_upperstar   = c_min + l_foilsubstar*Tr; 

c_upperport   = c_min + l_foilsubport*Tr; 

c_foilsubstar = (c_upperstar+c_min)/2; 

c_foilsubport = (c_upperport+c_min)/2; 

  

S_substar     = c_foilsubstar*l_foilsubstar; 

S_subport     = c_foilsubport*l_foilsubport; 

  

u_foilstar    = u - r*lvfoilstary; 

u_foilport    = u + r*lvfoilporty; 

v_foilstar    = v + r*HydrofitX; 

v_foilport    = v_foilstar; 

w_foilstar    = w+p*lvfoilstary; 

w_foilport    = w-p*lvfoilstary; 

  

V_star        = sqrt(u_foilstar^2+v_foilstar^2); 

V_port        = sqrt(u_foilport^2+v_foilport^2); 

% V_star        = sqrt(u_foilstar^2+v_foilstar^2+w_foilstar^2); 

% V_port        = sqrt(u_foilport^2+v_foilport^2+w_foilport^2); 

% thetaHstar    = 

atan((w_foilstar*cos(Hydrodihedral)+v_foilstar*sin(Hydrodihedral))/u_foilstar) 

% thetaHport    = 

atan((w_foilport*cos(Hydrodihedral)-v_foilport*sin(Hydrodihedral))/u_foilport) 
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AoAstar       = theta+HydroAoT*pi/180; 

AoAport       = theta+HydroAoT*pi/180; 

% AoAstar       = theta+thetaHstar+HydroAoT*pi/180; 

% AoAport       = theta+thetaHport+HydroAoT*pi/180; 

CL_star       = 2*pi*(AoAstar); 

CL_port       = 2*pi*(AoAport); 

  

Lstar         = 1/2*rho*V_star^2*S_substar*CL_star; 

Lport         = 1/2*rho*V_port^2*S_subport*CL_port; 

if u_foilstar<0 Lstar = -Lstar; end 

if u_foilport<0 Lport = -Lport; end 

  

Lstary        = -Lstar*sin(Hydrodihedral);            % Lift right hydrofoil, negativ z dir 

Lstarz        = Lstar*cos(Hydrodihedral);             % Lift left hydrofoil, negativ z dir. 

Lporty        = Lport*sin(Hydrodihedral); 

Lportz        = Lport*cos(Hydrodihedral); 

  

% Pitch Stabilizing Fin 

lvfinx        = abs(FinfitX); 

lvfinz        = FinfitZ; 

v_fin         = v-r*lvfinx; 

w_fin         = w+q*lvfinx; 

V_fin         = sqrt(u^2+v_fin^2); 

% V_fin         = sqrt(u^2+v_fin^2+w_fin^2) 

% DeltaV        = atan(w_fin/u);                     % XXXXXXX 

% DeltaEFin     = theta + FinAoA*pi/180; 

% DeltaEFin     = theta + DeltaV+FinAoA*pi/180 

DeltaEFin     = theta + FinAoA*pi/180+PIDPCoefficient*theta; 

CL_fin        = 2*pi*DeltaEFin; 

S_fin         = c_fin*l_fin; 

Lfinz         = 1/2*rho*V_fin^2*S_fin*CL_fin;                                        % Lift aft 

section, negativ z dir. 

  

%% Bouyancy 

% HULL 
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a = Loa/2;    

b = B/2;  

c = abs(zbottom);        

  

if -zsub<zbottom 

% zsublimited = -max(-zbottom,min(zsub,zbottom))                            % limit to 

outerbonds of hull 

% V_ellipsub  = pi*a*b*(2*c/3-zsublimited+zsublimited^3/(2*zsublimited^2))  % cap Volume of 

ellipsoid 

% V_ellipsub  = min(abs(V_ellipsub),MaxVolume) 

% MaxVolume   = 4*pi/3*a*b*c; 

% zsub = -max(-zbottom,min(zsub,zbottom)) 

zsub_buoy            = min(zsub,zbottom); 

zsub_buoy            = -max(zsub_buoy,-zbottom); 

V_ellipsub           = pi*a*b*(2*c/3-(zsub_buoy)+(zsub_buoy)^3/(3*(zsub_buoy)^2)); 

F_buoyhull           = rho*g*V_ellipsub;                  % bouyancy, negativ z dir 

else F_buoyhull = 0;V_ellipsub = 0; 

end 

  

% FOIL 

F_buoyfoilstar       = S_substar*t_foil*rho*g; 

F_buoyfoilport       = S_subport*t_foil*rho*g; 

% RUDDER 

F_buoyrudder         = A_R*t_rudder*rho*g; 

  

%% Drag & Dampening 

% Viscous 

ReRstar       = rho*abs(V_star)*c_rudder/my; 

ReRport       = rho*abs(V_port)*c_rudder/my; 

CDPfoilstar   = 0.075/((log10(ReRstar)-2)^2); 

CDPfoilport   = 0.075/((log10(ReRport)-2)^2); 

  

% Vortex 

istar         = c_foilsubstar/4; 

iport         = c_foilsubport/4; 

Kstar         = (16*(istar/c_foilsubstar)^2+1)/(16*(istar/c_foilsubstar)^2+2); 
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Kport         = (16*(iport/c_foilsubport)^2+1)/(16*(iport/c_foilsubport)^2+2); 

if 0<l_foilsubstar 

sigmastar     = 

1.73+0.694*istar/l_foilsubstar-2.172*sqrt(istar/l_foilsubstar)-0.514*exp(-istar/l_foilsu

bstar); 

ARstar        = l_foilsubstar/c_foilsubstar;  

else 

sigmastar     = 1;                                                         % No singularity below in 

CDi 

ARstar        = 1; end                                                       % Aspect Ratio 

if 0<l_foilsubport 

sigmaport     = 

1.73+0.694*iport/l_foilsubport-2.172*sqrt(iport/l_foilsubport)-0.514*exp(-iport/l_foilsu

bport); 

ARport        = l_foilsubport/c_foilsubport; 

else  

sigmaport     = 1;    

ARport        = 1; end  

Zetastar      = (-5.9e-4)-(8.47e-3)*ARstar-(5.9e-6)*ARstar^2-(1.973e-6)*ARstar^3; 

Zetaport      = (-5.9e-4)-(8.47e-3)*ARport-(5.9e-6)*ARport^2-(1.973e-6)*ARport^3; 

CDifoilstar   = 

min(5,CL_star^2/(pi*ARstar*Kstar*cos(Lambda)*cos(Hydrodihedralstar)^2)*(1+Zetastar)*(1+s

igmastar));  % limit, divide by 0 case occuring 

CDifoilport   = 

min(5,CL_port^2/(pi*ARport*Kport*cos(Lambda)*cos(Hydrodihedralport)^2)*(1+Zetaport)*(1+s

igmaport)); 

  

% Wave  

FR_star       = V_star/sqrt(g*istar); 

FR_port       = V_port/sqrt(g*iport); 

CDWfoilstar   = 0.5*CL_star^2/(FR_star^2*exp(2/FR_star^2));  

CDWfoilport   = 0.5*CL_port^2/(FR_port^2*exp(2/FR_port^2));  

% Spray 

CDSfoilstar   = CDPfoilstar*(7.68-6.4*(t_foil*cos(Hydrodihedralstar)/c_foilsubstar)); 

CDSfoilport   = CDPfoilport*(7.68-6.4*(t_foil*cos(Hydrodihedralport)/c_foilsubport)); 

% Seperation of flow 
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if SeperationOn == 1 

testar               = t_foil+c_foilsubstar*sin(AoAstar); 

teport               = t_foil+c_foilsubport*sin(AoAport); 

CDsepfoilstar        = CDPfoilstar*70*(testar/c_foilsubstar)^4; 

CDsepfoilport        = CDPfoilport*70*(teport/c_foilsubport)^4;  

else 

CDsepfoilstar        = 0; 

CDsepfoilport        = 0; 

end 

  

  

CDfoilstar           = CDPfoilstar + CDifoilstar + CDWfoilstar + CDSfoilstar + CDsepfoilstar; 

CDfoilport           = CDPfoilport + CDifoilport + CDWfoilport + CDSfoilport + CDsepfoilport; 

Dfoilstarx           = 1/2*rho*V_star^2*S_substar*CDfoilstar;   % Drag right hydrofoil, 

negativ x dir. 

Dfoilportx           = 1/2*rho*V_port^2*S_subport*CDfoilport;   % Drag right hydrofoil, 

negativ x dir. 

if u_foilstar<0  

Dfoilstarx           = -Dfoilstarx; end 

if u_foilport<0 

Dfoilportx           = -Dfoilportx; end 

  

  

% Pitch Stabilizing fin 

ReFin                = rho*V_fin*c_fin/my; 

CDPfin               = 0.075/((log10(ReFin)-2)^2); 

ARfin                = l_fin/c_fin;                             % Aspect Ratio 

ifin                 = c_fin/4; 

Kfin                 = (16*(ifin/c_fin)^2+1)/(16*(ifin/c_fin)^2+2); 

sigmafin             = 1.73+0.694*ifin/l_fin-2.172*sqrt(ifin/l_fin)-0.514*exp(-ifin/l_fin); 

Zetafin              = (-5.9e-4)-(8.47e-3)*ARfin-(5.9e-6)*ARfin^2-(1.973e-6)*ARfin^3; 

CDifin               = 

min(5,CL_fin^2/(pi*ARfin*Kfin*cos(0)*cos(phi)^2)*(1+Zetafin)*(1+sigmafin)); 

CD_fin               = CDPfin + CDifin;  

Dfinx                = 1/2*rho*u^2*S_fin*CD_fin;  

if u<0  
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Dfinx                = -Dfinx; end 

  

% Dfinx                = 1/2*rho*u^2*S_fin*CDfin;   

% Dfin                 = 1/2*rho*V_fin^2*S_fin*CDfin;             % Drag fin, negativ x dir.       

% Dfinz                 = 1/2*rho*w_fin^2*S_fin*CDfin*sin(DeltaV); 

% Dfinx = Dfin*cos(DeltaV)^2 

% Dfinz = Dfin*sin(DeltaV)^2 

% Dfinx        = -rho/2*A_R*(u^2+w_fin^2)*(-CL_fin*sin(DeltaV)-CD_fin*cos(DeltaV)); 

% Lfinz       = rho/2*A_R*(u^2+w_fin^2)*(CL_fin*cos(DeltaV)+CD_fin*sin(DeltaV)); 

Rex                  = rho*abs(u)*Loa/my; 

Rey                  = rho*abs(v)*B/my; 

Rez                  = rho*abs(w)*2*zbottom/my; 

Fex                  = abs(u)/sqrt(g*Loa); 

Fey                  = abs(v)/sqrt(g*B); 

Fez                  = abs(w)/sqrt(g*zbottom); 

CDPHullx             = min(1,0.075/((log10(Rex)-2)^2)); 

CDPHully             = min(1,0.075/((log10(Rey)-2)^2)); 

CDPHullz             = min(1,0.075/((log10(Rez)-2)^2)); 

CDWHullx             = min(1,0.0022*exp((Fex-0.33)/0.057));        % Arbitralely cut of  

CDWHully             = min(1,0.0022*exp((Fey-0.33)/0.057)); 

CDWHullz             = min(1,0.0022*exp((Fez-0.33)/0.057)); 

CDHullx              = CDPHullx + CDWHullx; 

CDHully              = CDPHully + CDWHully;  

CDHullz              = CDPHullz + CDWHullz; 

if -zsub<zbottom                                                    

h                    = min(2*zbottom,zbottom+zsub);                              

e                    = sqrt(1-b^2/a^2); 

e1                   = e*(1-h/c); 

RATIO                = b/a;                                        % sphere to elipsoid ratio 

convertion 

S_hull               = RATIO*a*c*pi*((asin(e)-asin(e1))/e+a/c-(1-h/c)*sqrt(1-e1^2)); 

Dhullx               = 1/2*rho*u^2*S_hull*CDHullx;   % Hull drag, negativ x dir. 

Dhully               = 1/2*rho*v^2*S_hull*CDHully; 

Dhullz               = 1/2*rho*w^2*S_hull*CDHullz;  % Viscousos drag in z dir 

if u<0 Dhullx        = -Dhullx; end 

if v<0 Dhully        = -Dhully; end 
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if w<0 Dhullz        = -Dhullz; end 

  

else 

Dhullx               = 0;   % Hull drag, negativ x dir. 

Dhully               = 0; 

Dhullz               = 0; 

end 

lvpropx              = abs(PropfitX); 

lvpropz              = PropfitZ; 

lvhullz              = (zbottom)/2; 

  

CD_Plate             = 1.28;                          % Perpendicular plate 

Dfinz                = 1/2*rho*w_fin^2*S_fin*CD_Plate; 

if w_fin<0 Dfinz     = -Dfinz; end 

Dfoilstarz           = 1/2*rho*w_foilstar^2*S_substar*cos(Hydrodihedral)*CD_Plate; 

Dfoilportz           = 1/2*rho*w_foilport^2*S_subport*cos(Hydrodihedral)*CD_Plate; 

  

Dfoilstary           = 1/2*rho*v_foilstar^2*S_substar*sin(Hydrodihedral)*CD_Plate; 

Dfoilporty           = 1/2*rho*v_foilport^2*S_subport*sin(Hydrodihedral)*CD_Plate; 

  

if w_foilstar<0 Dfoilstarz     = -Dfoilstarz; end 

if w_foilport<0 Dfoilportz     = -Dfoilportz; end 

if v_foilstar<0 Dfoilstary     = -Dfoilstary; end 

if v_foilport<0 Dfoilporty     = -Dfoilporty; end 

  

% Druddery             = 1/2*rho*v_R^2*A_R*cos(DeltaEff)*CD_Plate; 

Druddery=0; 

if v_R<0 Druddery     = -Druddery; end 

  

% Rotation drag = zero 

D_L = 0;     

D_M = 0; 

D_N = 0;     

  

%% Righting Moment 

if -zsub<zbottom    
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CB         = min(1,max(0,V_ellipsub/(Loa*B*zbottom)));   

Byellipsub =(1-abs(zsub/2/zbottom))*B; 

Lxellipsub =(1-abs(zsub/2/zbottom))*Loa; 

% CB=0.2; 

% GM_T = (CB*B/zbottom)^2; 

GM_T       = (CB*Byellipsub/2/zbottom)^2; 

GZ         = sin(phi)*GM_T; 

Mx         = -rho*g*V_ellipsub*GZ; 

% GM_L = (CB*Loa/zbottom)^2; 

GM_L       = (CB*Lxellipsub/2/zbottom)^2; 

GZ         = sin(theta)*GM_L; 

My         = -rho*g*V_ellipsub*GZ; 

else 

Mx         = 0; 

My         = 0; 

end 

%% Error testing 

%  

% Lstary         = 0; 

% Lstarz         = 0; 

% Lporty         = 0; 

% Lportz         = 0; 

% Lfinz          = 0; 

% XR             = 0; 

% YR             = 0; 

% F_buoyhull     = 0; 

% F_buoyfoilstar = 0; 

% F_buoyfoilport = 0; 

% F_buoyrudder   = 0; 

% Dfoilstarx     = 0; 

% Dfoilstarz     = 0; 

% Dfoilportx     = 0; 

% Dfoilportz     = 0; 

% Dfinx          = 0; 

% Dfinz          = 0; 

% Dhullx         = 0; 
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% Dhully         = 0; 

% Dhullz         = 0; 

% Thrust         = 0; 

% Mx             = 0; 

% My             = 0; 

  

% Lstary         

% Lstarz        

% Lporty         

% Lportz          

% Lfinz         

% XR              

% YR             

% F_buoyhull     

% F_buoyfoilstar  

% F_buoyfoilport 

% F_buoyrudder    

% Dfoilstarx      

% Dfoilstarz     

% Dfoilportx     

% Dfoilportz     

% Dfinx         

% Dfinz          

% Dhullx         

% Dhully         

% Dhullz         

% % Thrust         

% Mx             

% My             

% lvfoilx 

% lvfoilstary 

% lvfoilstarz 

% lvfoilporty 

% lvfoilportz 

% lvfinx 

% lvfinz 
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% lvrudderx 

% lvruddery 

% lvrudderz 

% lvpropz 

% lvhullz 

  

%% Out of water cut off 

if (PropfitZ-Hullz)<-zsub  

Thrust = 0; 

end 

if FinfitZ<(-z0+Zwaverudder) 

Lfinz    = 0; 

Dfinx    = 0; 

Dfinz    = 0; 

Druddery = 0; 

end 

  

%% Added Mass 

  

[Xudot,Yvdot,Zwdot,Lpdot,Mqdot,Nrdot] = 

AddedMassCalculation(zsub,zbottom,V_ellipsub,a,b,c,g,rho,... 

    

F_buoyfoilstar,F_buoyfoilport,lvfoilx,lvfoilstary,lvfoilstarz,lvfoilporty,lvfoilportz); 

  

%% Vector Summation 

  

DragComponents  = [CDPR;CDWR;CDSR;CDR;...                                                 % Rudder 

    

CDPfoilstar;CDifoilstar;CDWfoilstar;CDSfoilstar;CDsepfoilstar;CDfoilstar;...          % 

Starboard Foil 

    

CDPfoilport;CDifoilport;CDWfoilport;CDSfoilport;CDsepfoilport;CDfoilport;...          % 

Port Foil 

    

CDPHullx;CDPHully;CDPHullz;CDWHullx;CDWHully;CDWHullz;CDHullx;CDHully;CDHullz;...     % 

Hull 
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    CDPfin;CDifin;CD_fin];                                                                 % Fin 

  

Forces     = [Lstary;Lstarz;Lporty;Lportz;Lfinz;XR;YR;F_buoyhull;F_buoyfoilstar;... 

    F_buoyfoilport;F_buoyrudder;Dfoilstarx;Dfoilstarz;Dfoilportx;Dfoilportz;Dfinx;... 

    Dfinz;Dhullx;Dhully;Dhullz;Druddery;Thrust;Mx;My;D_L;D_M;D_N;Dfoilstary;Dfoilporty]; 

  

ForcesLoc  = [lvfoilx;lvfoilstary;lvfoilstarz;lvfoilporty;lvfoilportz;lvfinx... 

    ;lvfinz;lvrudderx;lvruddery;lvrudderz;lvpropz;lvpropx;lvhullz]; 

  

AddedMass  = [Xudot;Yvdot;Zwdot;Lpdot;Mqdot;Nrdot]; 

  

 

AddedMassCalculation.m 

function [Xudot,Yvdot,Zwdot,Lpdot,Mqdot,Nrdot] = 

AddedMassCalculation(zsub,zbottom,V_ellipsub,a,b,c,g,rho,F_buoyfoilstar,F_buoyfoilport,l

vfoilx,lvfoilstary,lvfoilstarz,lvfoilporty,lvfoilportz) 

%ADDEDMASSCALCULATION Calculates Added mass coefficients.  

%Half spheroid represents hull + Added mass of hydrofoils 

  

%% HULL 

if -zsub<zbottom 

% a = Loa; b = B; c = Seperation; 

e = sqrt(1-(b/a)^2);                                     % ecentricity e 

alfa0 = (2*(1-e^2))/e^3*(1/2*log10((1+e)/(1-e))-e); 

beta0 = 1/e^2-(1-e^2)/(2*e^2)*log10((1+e)/(1-e)); 

% Xudot = 1/2*alfa0/(2-alfa0)*4/3*pi*rho*a*b^2; 

% Yvdot = 1/2*beta0/(2-beta0)*4/3*pi*rho*a*b^2; 

% Zwdot = Yvdot; 

% Lpdot = 0;                                              % from assumption b = c 

% Mqdot = 

1/2*1/5*(((b^2-a^2)^2*(alfa0-beta0))/(2*(b^2-a^2)+(b^2+a^2)*(beta0-alfa0)))*4/3*pi*a*b^2

; 

% Nrdot = Mqdot; 

  

Xudot = 1/2*alfa0/(2-alfa0)*V_ellipsub*rho; 

Yvdot = 1/2*beta0/(2-beta0)*V_ellipsub*rho; 
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Zwdot = Yvdot; 

Lpdot = 0;                                              % from assumption b = c 

Mqdot = 

1/2*1/5*(((b^2-a^2)^2*(alfa0-beta0))/(2*(b^2-a^2)+(b^2+a^2)*(beta0-alfa0)))*V_ellipsub*r

ho; 

Nrdot = Mqdot; 

  

  

else  

Xudot = 0; Yvdot = 0; Zwdot = 0; Lpdot = 0; Mqdot = 0; Nrdot = 0;     

end 

  

%% Hydrofoils 

Xudotfoil = (F_buoyfoilstar+F_buoyfoilport)/g; 

Yvdotfoil = (F_buoyfoilstar+F_buoyfoilport)/g;  

Zwdotfoil = (F_buoyfoilstar+F_buoyfoilport)/g; 

  

Lpdotfoil = (F_buoyfoilstar/g*(lvfoilstary^2+lvfoilstarz^2))+... 

            (F_buoyfoilport/g*(lvfoilporty^2+lvfoilportz^2)); 

         

Mqdotfoil = (F_buoyfoilstar/g*(lvfoilx^2+lvfoilstarz^2))+... 

            (F_buoyfoilport/g*(lvfoilx^2+lvfoilportz^2)); 

         

Nrdotfoil = (F_buoyfoilstar/g*(lvfoilx^2+lvfoilstary^2))+... 

            (F_buoyfoilport/g*(lvfoilx^2+lvfoilporty^2)); 

  

%% Hull + Hydrofoil Addition 

Xudot = Xudot + Xudotfoil; 

Yvdot = Yvdot + Yvdotfoil;  

Zwdot = Zwdot + Zwdotfoil; 

Lpdot = Lpdot + Lpdotfoil; 

Mqdot = Mqdot + Mqdotfoil;  

Nrdot = Nrdot + Nrdotfoil; 

end 
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12.1.3. Appendix 3 – ”local” Block Code 

function [u_acc,v_acc,w_acc,p_acc,q_acc,r_acc,XYZLMN] = 

fcn(u,v,w,Delta,Forces,ForcesLoc,AddedMass,Euler,p,q,r,m,g,r_accPre,Ixx,Ixz,Iyy,Izz) 

  

%% Extractions 

  

% Euler Seperation 

phi   = Euler(1); 

theta = Euler(2); 

psi   = Euler(3); 

  

% Forces Seperation - star port - starboard port. 

Lstary               = Forces(1); 

Lstarz               = Forces(2); 

Lporty               = Forces(3); 

Lportz               = Forces(4); 

Lfinz                = Forces(5); 

XR                   = Forces(6); 

YR                   = Forces(7); 

F_buoyhull           = Forces(8); 

F_buoyfoilstar       = Forces(9); 

F_buoyfoilport       = Forces(10); 

F_buoyrudder         = Forces(11); 

Dfoilstarx           = Forces(12); 

Dfoilstarz           = Forces(13); 

Dfoilportx           = Forces(14); 

Dfoilportz           = Forces(15); 

Dfinx                = Forces(16); 

Dfinz                = Forces(17); 

Dhullx               = Forces(18); 

Dhully               = Forces(19); 

Dhullz               = Forces(20); 

Druddery             = Forces(21); 

Thrust               = Forces(22); 

Mx                   = Forces(23); 

My                   = Forces(24); 
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D_L                  = Forces(25); 

D_M                  = Forces(26); 

D_N                  = Forces(27); 

Dfoilstary           = Forces(28); 

Dfoilporty           = Forces(29); 

F_buoy = F_buoyhull+F_buoyfoilstar+F_buoyfoilport+F_buoyrudder; 

  

% Forces Location Seperation    lv - Lever 

lvfoilx              = ForcesLoc(1); 

lvfoilstary          = ForcesLoc(2); 

lvfoilstarz          = ForcesLoc(3); 

lvfoilporty          = ForcesLoc(4); 

lvfoilportz          = ForcesLoc(5); 

lvfinx               = ForcesLoc(6); 

lvfinz               = ForcesLoc(7); 

lvrudderx            = ForcesLoc(8); 

lvruddery            = ForcesLoc(9); 

lvrudderz            = ForcesLoc(10); 

lvpropz              = ForcesLoc(11); 

lvpropx              = ForcesLoc(12); 

lvhullz              = ForcesLoc(13); 

  

% Added Mass Coefficients  

Xudot       = AddedMass(1); 

Yvdot       = AddedMass(2); 

Zwdot       = AddedMass(3); 

Lpdot       = AddedMass(4); 

Mqdot       = AddedMass(5); 

Nrdot       = AddedMass(6); 

  

  

%% Local Forces 

X = 

Thrust*cosd(Delta)-Dfoilstarx-Dfoilportx-Dfinx-XR-Dfinx-Dhullx-(m*g-F_buoy)*sin(theta) ;

                % force x direction 
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Y = 

Thrust*sind(Delta)+Lstary+Lporty+YR-Dhully-Druddery-Dfoilstary-Dfoilporty+(m*g-F_buoy)*c

os(theta)*sin(phi) ;                 % force y direction 

  

Z = 

(m*g-F_buoy)*cos(theta)*cos(phi)-Lstarz-Lportz-Lfinz-Dhullz-Dfoilstarz-Dfoilportz-Dfinz 

 ;              % force z direction 

  

L = 

-Thrust*sind(Delta)*lvpropz+(-Lstarz-Dfoilstarz-F_buoyfoilstar*cos(theta)*cos(phi))*lvfo

ilstary+... 

    

(Lportz+Dfoilportz+F_buoyfoilport*cos(theta)*cos(phi))*lvfoilporty-Lstary*lvfoilstarz-Lp

orty*lvfoilportz-YR*lvrudderz+Mx+D_L  ;      % moment around x axis 

  

M = 

Thrust*cosd(Delta)*lvpropz+(Lstarz+Lportz+Dfoilstarz+Dfoilportz+cos(theta)*cos(phi)*... 

    

(F_buoyfoilstar+F_buoyfoilport))*lvfoilx-(Lfinz+Dfinz)*lvfinx-Dfinx*lvfinz-XR*lvrudderz-

F_buoyrudder... 

    

*lvrudderx*cos(theta)*cos(phi)-Dfoilstarx*lvfoilstarz-Dfoilportx*lvfoilportz-Dhullx*lvhu

llz+My  ;          % moment around y axis 

  

N = 

-Thrust*lvpropx*sind(Delta)+Dfoilstarx*lvfoilstary-Dfoilportx*lvfoilporty-XR*lvruddery-Y

R*lvrudderx... 

    

+(F_buoyfoilstar*lvfoilstary-F_buoyfoilport*lvfoilporty)*sin(theta)+(Lstary+Lporty-Dfoil

stary-Dfoilporty)*lvfoilx+D_N     ;                                  % moment around z axis 

  

  

XYZLMN = [X;Y;Z;L;M;N]; 

  

u_acc =X/(m+Xudot)+r*v+q*w; 

v_acc =Y/(m+Yvdot)+p*w-r*u; 
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w_acc =Z/(m+Zwdot)+q*u-p*v;  

% u_acc =0; 

% v_acc =0; 

% w_acc =0; 

  

Ixx = Ixx + Lpdot; 

Iyy = Iyy + Mqdot; 

Izz = Izz + Nrdot;  

  

p_acc =L/Ixx+Ixz*(r_accPre+p*q)/Ixx+q*r*(Iyy-Izz)/Ixx; 

q_acc =M/Iyy+Ixz*(r^2-p^2)/Iyy+r*p*(Izz-Ixx)/Iyy;  

r_acc =N/Izz+Ixz*(p_acc-q*r)/Izz+p*q*(Ixx-Iyy)/Izz; 
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12.1.4. Appendix 4 – ”Euler” Block Code 

function [v_phi,v_theta,v_psi] = fcn(p,q,r,Euler) 

  

phi   = Euler(1); 

theta = Euler(2); 

psi   = Euler(3); 

  

pqr   = [p;q;r]; 

  

T= [1 sin(phi)*tan(theta) cos(phi)*tan(theta); 

0 cos(phi) -sin(phi); 

0 sin(phi)*sec(theta) cos(phi)*sec(theta)]; 

  

v_Euler = T*pqr; 

  

v_phi   = v_Euler(1); 

v_theta = v_Euler(2);          

v_psi   = v_Euler(3);    
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12.1.5. Appendix 5 – ”Global” Block Code 

function [v_x0,v_y0,v_z0,Velocity,phi,theta,psi] = fcn(u,v,w,Euler) 

  

phi   = Euler(1); 

theta = Euler(2); 

psi   = Euler(3); 

  

uvw   = [u;v;w]; 

  

R = [cos(theta)*cos(psi), sin(phi)*sin(theta)*cos(psi)-... 

cos(phi)*sin(psi), cos(phi)*sin(phi)*cos(psi)+sin(psi)*sin(psi); 

cos(theta)*sin(psi), sin(phi)*sin(theta)*sin(psi)+cos(phi)*cos(psi),... 

cos(phi)*sin(phi)*sin(psi)-sin(phi)*cos(psi); 

-sin(theta), sin(phi)*cos(theta), cos(phi)*cos(theta) ]; 

  

v_global = R*uvw; 

  

v_x0  = v_global(1); 

v_y0  = v_global(2); 

v_z0  = v_global(3); 

  

% Total velocity m/s 

Velocity = sqrt(v_x0^2+v_y0^2); 
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12.1.6. Appendix 6 – ”Simulation Parameters” Block Code 

function [Delta,Thrust] = 

fcn(t,TurnTest,CircleTest,ZigZagTest,MaxDelta,MaxThrust,Simulation_time) 

Delta = 0; 

Thrust = MaxThrust; 

if TurnTest ==1 

  

   if t>10 

   Delta = MaxDelta*(t-10)/3; 

   end 

   if t>13 

   Delta = MaxDelta; 

   end 

   if t>16 

   Delta = max(MaxDelta*(1-(t-16)/3),0); 

   end 

    

elseif CircleTest ==1 

Delta = MaxDelta;      

%  if t>10 

%   Thrust = MaxThrust; 

%  else 

%   Thrust = t/10*MaxThrust; 

%  end 

  

elseif ZigZagTest ==1 

Delta = MaxDelta*sin(t*2*pi/10);    

end 
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12.2. Appendix 7 – “HydroGUI” User Manual 

When using the simulation program ”HydroGUI” it is recommended to use the latest 

version of MATLAB, earlier version might not have the required toolboxes or correct 

Simulink support. 

 

To run the simulation load the file “HydroGUI.m”. This will start the graphical user 

interface. Input the desired properties of the craft, then proceed to push the “Load 

Parameters” and then “Run Simulation” button. 

 

To use a different 3D model to represent the craft during simulation animation, upload 

the 3D file into the same directory as program package. Then rename the desired 3D 

version to have the name “HydrofoilcraftModel”. The only allowed file format is “.ac”.  

 

The animation consists of two 3D parts, “HydrofoilcraftModel.ac” and “Sea_1.ac”. 

“Sea_1.ac” is a flat transparent plate that represent the sea level. There is another 3D 

file available to represent the sea level, “Sea_2.ac” which has a grid pattern on it, but 

the author deemed it to slow down the animation too much. 
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12.3. Appendix 8 – Fixed Propeller Equations of Forces 

In the case of the propeller is fixed in rotation in relation to the hull, the following 

equations for the local forces and moments should be used instead. 

 

𝑋 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑥 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑥 − 𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 − 𝑋𝑅 − 𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 − (𝑚𝑔 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦)  in     

 

𝑌 = L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦  L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦  𝑌𝑅 − 𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑦 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦  (𝑚𝑔 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦) c   θ  in ϕ  

 

Z = (𝑚𝑔 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦) c     c   ϕ − 𝐿𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 − 𝐿𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧 − 𝐿𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 − 𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑧 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧 − 𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 

 

𝐿 = (−L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙ c     c   ϕ ) ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,y

 (L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧  𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧  𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙ c     c   ϕ ) ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,y − L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦  ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,z

− L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,z − 𝑌𝑅 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑧  𝑀𝑥 

 

𝑀 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝,𝑧 

 (L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧  L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧  𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧  𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧  c     c   ϕ (𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟  𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡)) ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑥

− (𝐿𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧  𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧) ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 − 𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑥 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑖𝑛,𝑧 − 𝑋𝑅 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑧 − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑥

∙ c     c   ϕ − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑥 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑧 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑥 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑧 − 𝐷ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑥 ∙ 𝑙𝑣ℎ𝑢𝑙𝑙,𝑧  𝑀𝑦 

 

𝑁 = 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,y − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,y − 𝑋𝑅 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑦 − 𝑌𝑅 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟,𝑥

 (𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,y − 𝐹𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦.𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,y)  in    (L𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦  L𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡,𝑦

− 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦 − 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟,𝑦) ∙ 𝑙𝑣𝑓𝑜𝑖𝑙,𝑥 
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12.4. Appendix 9 – Main Simulink Simulation ”Hydrofoilcraft_V11.slx” 

 


